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1 Introduction

Within the introductory chapter of this dissertation the journal papers, published
or submitted for publication, are embedded in the broader context of concurrent
research. Along the lines of recent developments in aircraft design, the need for
research on the topic at hand is illustrated in sec. 1.1. This is followed by a
detailed review of the state of the art of two fields of studies, flow control for
separation control in sec. 1.2 and actuators for flow control in sec. 1.3, as this
contribution is located at the intersection of those fields. The underlying flow-
physical principles of the employed flow control actuator concept are delineated
in sec. 1.4, before the contribution of the individual papers presented in chapter
2 to closing the research gap is laid out in sec. 1.5.

1.1 Identifying the Research Gap

Wings of modern civil airliners are designed for two distinct and very different
flight phases. One of them is cruise, during which the aircraft travels at high
altitude and high subsonic speed. As an aircraft spends the majority of each
mission in this phase, this is what its aerodynamics are optimized for. This
implies the attempt to minimize cruise drag and to maximize fuel efficiency by
employing, among many other design features, supercritical airfoils, high-bypass
ratio engines, and elaborate wing tip devices. Engineering solutions are neces-
sary to ensure sufficient performance during the second relevant mission phase,
namely low speed flight during take-off and landing. One solution commonly
implemented on aircrafts is the use of mechanical high-lift devices (e.g. slats and
flaps), which extend the flight envelope to the low-speed portion of the mission.
During cruise, those devices are retracted to the main wing and the elements
combined form a low-drag airfoil. In low-speed flight phases they are deployed
to different take-off and landing setting, modifying the wing’s geometry and con-
sequently its aerodynamic performance. They allow higher angles of attack, and
thereby higher lift coefficients, before the onset of separation. The underlying
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physics of high-lift devices is thoroughly understood [1] and although undesirable
weight and complexity is added to the overall system, they are to date with-
out alternative. While, for decades, mechanical devices resolved the dilemma
of having to cover efficiently for high- and low-speed flight, recent developments
in aircraft design have turned up new problems that might require a different
solution. Those developments, driven by spiking energy prices and fierce compe-
tition, aim at increasing the aircraft’s fuel efficiency to reduce direct operating
costs. In particular, two novel design features conflict with the local integration
of mechanical high-lift devices at the wing’s leading edge: ultra-high-bypass ratio
fans (UHBR) and blended winglets. The large nacelles of UHBR engines need
to be installed close to the wing to provide sufficient ground clearance without
increasing the size of the aircraft’s landing gear. In consequence, a slat would
collide with the nacelle when deployed, resulting in the need of a slat cut-out,
the fraction of the wing’s span above the engine where no slat is installed. On
the outer wing section, it’s the wing tip device’s slender shape and high local
curvature that inhibits the installation of a mechanical leading edge device. This
leaves regions of the wing unprotected by a slat and prone to separation (see fig.
1.1) at incidence angles much lower than for the remaining sections of the wing.
It is in those regions where Active Flow Control (AFC) might be introduced to

Figure 1.1: Regions prone to separation due to the lack of a leading edge device
on the suction side surface of a wing according to [2, 3].

delay local separation to higher angles of attack and therefore to augment the
overall high-lift system. To date, no civil airliner is equipped with an active
flow control system. To mature this technology to a point where it is seriously
considered in civil aviation, two aspects must be addressed beforehand. One
is the development of capable and robust flow control actuators, which provide
sufficient control authority to be effective and which are sufficiently reliable to
be certified for the use in aircrafts. The other aspect is the furthering of under-
standing of the physical mechanisms of flow control and its transfer to relevant
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scales, geometries, and flow conditions.
The present dissertation attempts to contribute to both of these aspects: By
introducing a robust novel two-stage fluidic actuator system, which functions
without incorporating any moving and electrical components and by applying
this technology to a relevant wing geometry at realistic take-off Mach number.

1.2 State of the Art: Flow Control for Separation
Control

Any viscous fluid that faces an adverse pressure gradient is prone to separation
[4] and for any given flow condition, there is a theoretical limit to re-compression
over a specific distance [5]. Separation of flow is usually undesirable. In par-
ticular for an aircraft wing the onset of large scale separation (stall) marks the
limits of its functionality. The topology of the flow around an aerodynamic body,
including the occurrence of separation, is generally prescribed by boundary con-
ditions such as geometry, Mach number, and Reynolds number. The aim of
flow control is, generally speaking, to modify this original state of flow in such
a manner that beneficial effects are achieved [6]. While there are many differ-
ent specific aims of flow control this contribution focuses on the delay of flow
separation from a wing. The understanding of the possibility to modify flow by
influencing the boundary layer dates back to the early work of Prandtl [7]. Since
then, flow control technology was systematically researched, leading to a deeper
understanding of the parameters determining its effectiveness and efficiency. In
the following section a classification of flow control approaches is given and the
underlying physical mechanisms are described. In addition, the influence of rel-
evant parameters governing the effect of active flow control is reviewed and a
summary of results for active flow control applied to the leading edge of model
wings is given.

Classification and Mechanisms of Flow Control

The most fundamental differentiation of flow control technologies is between ac-
tive and passive methods [8]. The later, e.g. vortex generators, function without
addition of external energy to the flow. Their effectiveness depends solely on
their capability to redistribute the energy and momentum content associated
with the flow in a favorable manner. In contrast, active methods require energy
from an external source to either introduce high-momentum fluid into the flow
field or to remove low-momentum fluid from it. Active methods are subdivided
further based on whether net mass flux is associated with the influx of energy
and momentum, and whether this addition occurs continuously or periodically.
Dependent on the type of control, different physical mechanisms are addressed
to produce the desired effect. However, for separation control, all methods aim
at consequently increasing the momentum content of the boundary layer flow, as
this allows it to propagate against stronger adverse pressure gradients than possi-
ble naturally. Removing low-momentum fluid by boundary-layer-suction creates
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a sink on the aerodynamic body, which accelerates the flow up to the location of
suction and results in the start of a fresh and consequently more stable boundary
layer downstream of it [9]. Both effects are favorable to delay separation. Contin-
uous blowing, most commonly directed tangential to the local surface curvature,
directly injects high-momentum fluid into the boundary layer. In addition, the
fast air jet entrains high-momentum fluid from outside the boundary layer and
increases the mixing rate of wall-near and wall-distant fluid, resulting in the
re-energizing of the boundary layer [10]. If continuous, tangential blowing is
combined with a Coanda surface, e.g. a suitably designed circular trailing edge,
the virtual chord length and chamber of an airfoil are increased and significant
lift gain can be achieved [11, 12]. In contrast to steady blowing, where the mo-
mentum content and the entrainment rate of the air jets are the driving factors
for flow control effectiveness, unsteady (usually periodic) forcing produces vorti-
cal structures associated with the head vortex of the starting jet. Those vortices
increase the mixing rate across the flow field and therefore enhance the momen-
tum transfer between regions of low- and high-momentum fluid. Periodic forcing
methods require a more complex actuator system than their continuous counter-
part, as some mechanism must be included to provide unsteady flow. However,
these unsteady methods are the means of choice in a multitude of experiments, as
they promise a more efficient use of the actuation energy invested as shown e.g. in
[13]. This paper reports the results of a study conducted by NASA and Tel Aviv
University on the comparison of steady and unsteady actuation, which show that
for reaching the identical aerodynamic benefit unsteady forcing is more efficient
by two orders of magnitude. Dependent on the time scale and the amplitude
of forcing different effects in the flow are found. Low amplitude actuation with
a frequency higher than the natural frequencies of the flow increases primarily
the turbulent kinetic energy content of the boundary layer by introducing small
scale vortical structures [14]. In the presence of an already separated flow it is
possible to tune the forcing frequency to the instabilities occurring naturally in
the shear layer. In this case, the perturbations of medium amplitude introduced
by the AFC system are amplified and the control attempt profits from a leverage
effect, which significantly increases the mixing rate across the shear layer [15, 16].
In cases of high forcing amplitudes large scale vortices are induced reaching well
beyond the outer limit of the boundary layer. During their downstream propa-
gation, those vortices continuously transport high-momentum fluid from outside
the boundary layer to the near-wall region. With this mechanism, the specific
time-scale of the forcing is only of minor relevance for control effectiveness, but
the repetition frequency must be sufficiently high to avoid separation from the
body between two consecutive pulses [17]. This last mentioned mechanism is also
the one on which the work presented here is based upon.

Some Parameters of Active Flow Control

Along the lines of the publications cited below relevant parameters for aircraft re-
lated active separation control attempts will be discussed. It is, however, difficult
to compare results across experiments, as the effectiveness and efficiency of the
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1.2 State of the Art: Flow Control for Separation Control

respective flow control attempt depends largely on the specific boundary condi-
tions of the individual experiment. The model geometries range from generic 2D
single element airfoils to swept and tapered multi-element 3D wings with different
conventional high-lift devices installed. Flow conditions are commonly varied in
terms of the similarity parameters Mach number and Reynolds number. The
flow control system itself introduces an additional set of parameters, comprising
geometrical (e.g. outlet shape, dimensions, and orientation) and physical (e.g.
amplitude and frequency of forcing) aspects of the actuators. The most common
locations of application are either the leading edge (see table 1.1 for references)
or the trailing edge flap, reported e.g. in [18, 19, 20]. The aims are increase of
maximum angle of attack, increase of lift, and reduction of drag. The three most
prominent parameters of active flow control, actuation amplitude, air jet velocity,
and actuation frequency, are generally presented in normalized form: Amplitude
of forcing is given as momentum coefficient cμ. The definition of this quantity is
given in generalized form in equation 1.1.

cμ =
J

q∞ · Aref

(1.1)

The momentum coefficient cμ relates the momentum flux introduced by the flow
control system (J ) to the momentum flux of the oncoming flow expressed by the
product of the free stream dynamic pressure (q∞) and a reference area, e.g. the
projected area of the model Aref . Velocity magnitude of the air jets emitted from
the AFC system is presented as velocity ratio VR as defined e.g. in [21] and is
given in equation 1.2

VR =
ujet

uref

(1.2)

This value denotes the ratio of the velocity of the air jet ujet expelled through
the AFC system and a reference velocity uref , which is either the local ux or
the incidence velocity u∞ of the flow to be controlled. Finally, frequency of
forcing is presented as a normalized frequency F+, which is defined analogous to
a Strouhal number as given by equation 1.3.

F+ = St =
fAFC · lref

uref

(1.3)

This dimensionless frequency modifies the physical time-scale of forcing, i.e. forc-
ing frequency fAFC , with a characteristic velocity uref (e.g. incidence velocity)
and length scale lref (e.g. reference chord length).

Momentum Coefficient cμ
Across studies the momentum coefficient cμ was identified as the most significant
parameter determining the effectiveness of active flow control, where increasing
forcing amplitude yields increasing benefit. Actuation with low momentum co-
efficients is commonly labeled boundary layer control, while control with high
momentum coefficients is referred to as circulation control [22]. While from a
phenomenological point of view the threshold momentum coefficient separating
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Figure 1.2: Influence of mo-
mentum coefficient on lift co-
efficient and transition from
boundary layer control to cir-
culation control according to
Jones et al. [24]

those regimes is identified distinctly as the one that just suffices to suppress
separation completely [23], the values reported from experiments range between
3% < cμ < 5% [22, 24, 25]. Transition between both regimes is gradual and goes
in hand with decreasing actuation efficiency in terms of the ratio dCL/dcμ, as
illustrated in fig. 1.2. It should be noted that although the momentum coeffi-
cient is commonly used to quantify the amplitude of forcing, it is not well suited
to scale the benefit of flow control across different parameter settings let alone
configurations [26].

Jet Velocity Ratio VR
The momentum coefficient cμ contains the product of the mass flow rate and
the velocity of mass propagation, constituting the jet’s momentum flux J, in the
numerator. This definition of cμ implies that an infinite number of mass flow and
jet velocity combinations can produce the identical momentum coefficient value.
To account for the important differentiation between those two quantities the
relevant parameter jet velocity ratio (VR) is used [21]. Results of flow control
experiments on a 2D airfoil with a plain flap showed the superiority of using a
high jet velocity ratio, compared to forcing the flow with the identical momentum
coefficient, but higher mass-flow rate and lower jet velocity ratio [23]. To produce
a positive effect on the flow the velocity ratio of the forcing must be larger than
unity [22]. Otherwise, the momentum content of the boundary layer is reduced,
which makes the flow more prone to separation, which yields a deteriorating ef-
fect on the aerodynamic performance [27, 28].

Dimensionless Frequency F+

Depending on the physical flow control mechanism involved, different normalized
frequency bands were identified as being optimal for maximal control effect. In
studies employing acoustic excitation, implying low actuation amplitudes, dimen-
sionless frequencies between F+ ≈ 1 [29] and F+ ≈ 90 [30] yielded aerodynamic
benefit, however, a clear tendency towards higher F+-values is apparent (also cf.
summary table in [22]). The reported frequency band is narrowed significantly
to F+ = O(100) for cases where the control mechanism depends on resonance
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1.2 State of the Art: Flow Control for Separation Control

of the perturbations introduced with instabilities inherent to the flow. Here, the
bandwidth of most effective dimensionless frequency is identified between F+ ≈ 1
[31] and F+ ≈ 1.3 [32] as for those frequencies the perturbations have undergone
maximum amplification by the time they arrive at the trailing edge of the model,
therefore providing the highest mixing rate. The authors note that once the
flow has reattached to the surface the most effective frequency range is shifted
to higher values of 3 < F+ < 4 to prevent renewed separation. [32]. In exper-
iments which omit a resonance effect on the flow a lower boundary for suitable
frequencies is identified only. In those cases, where large scale perturbations di-
rectly transport high momentum fluid across the boundary layer, a lower bound
of F+ ≈ 0.5 is reported to prevent the onset of separation between individual
control pulses [33].

Model Geometry and Flow Parameters
The majority of flow control experiments were conducted for Reynolds num-
ber between 1 − 2 · 106 or lower. However, a small number of studies exist
that extend the research to civil aviation relevant Reynolds number ranges.
The beneficial effect of active flow control by means of periodic excitation was
demonstrated successfully on a 2D airfoil with a plain flap for up to Ma = 0,55
and Re = 40 · 106. The authors prove that for constant normalized frequency
and momentum coefficient the effectiveness of flow control did not deteriorate
when increasing the Reynolds number from 0.9 · 106 to 40 · 106 [34]. The in-
variance of aerodynamic benefit for a constant momentum coefficient was also
shown in experiments on active flow control applied to the trailing edge flap of a
two-element model in high-lift configuration for a Reyonolds number range of
2 ·106 < Re < 7 ·106 [20]. In a study on the identical configuration, the potential
of AFC at high Reynolds numbers was confirmed for leading edge actuation
[35], as the authors report even an increase in stall angle offset when increas-
ing the Reynolds number from Re = 4.2 · 106 to Re = 9.2 · 106. Research on
this two-element airfoil was extended from 2D to 2.5D in experiments comparing
results for the unswept model with results for a 30◦ sweep angle. Those results
indicate that although the lift coefficients are generally shifted to lower values for
the swept configuration, the gain in lift coefficient is independent of model sweep
[36]. The effect of model sweep is also subject of investigation in low Reynolds
number experiments conducted on a single element airfoil at 0◦ and 30◦ sweep
angle, in which the scaling factor for aerodynamic coefficients from 2D to 2.5D
of (1/cos2(φ)) is identified [37]. This scaling factor is confirmed at significantly
higher Mach and Reynolds numbers (Ma ≈ 0.2 and Re ≈ 20 · 106) in a study,
in which the authors show that scaling (pressure) drag coefficient and momentum
coefficient with that factor collapses the results of 2D and 2.5D measurements.
The authors therefore conclude that the common scaling rules apply to active
flow control applications also [38].
Additional geometric parameters influencing the effect of AFC are the location
of actuation, the jet exit angle relative to the local surface tangent, and the flow
cross section of outlet structure. Throughout different studies the flow control
system is integrated upstream of the expected location of separation at a geo-
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metrically prescribed exit angle between 0◦ (tangential) and 90◦ (surface normal)
relative to the local surface curvature. It is noteworthy, that although those two
parameters are deemed extremely important for the success of the control ap-
proach, no reasoning is usually given for the choice of AFC location and angle.
The flow cross section of the outlets (characterized by e.g. hole diameter or slot
width) is relevant, as for given ambient flow conditions and (AFC source) driv-
ing pressure, it prescribes the allocation of mass flow rate and jet velocity in the
momentum coefficient. The choice of this geometric parameter therefore directly
determines the jet velocity ratio for one respective momentum coefficient. Again,
as for the other geometric AFC system parameters, this value is rather stated
than substantiated throughout literature.

Results of Flow Control applied at the Leading Edge

An summary of selected experiments dealing with active flow control applied
to a model’s leading edge is presented in table 1.1. The table summarizes the
boundary conditions and results of experimental studies on separation control
by means of steady or periodic actuation with or without mass injection. For
each publication quoted, either the parameter combination producing the most
significant gain or the one highlighted by the author was chosen to be included.
Values marked ’*’ were not explicitly stated in the original source, but were cal-
culated based on the provided context for the sake of completeness.
This overview table illustrates the wide range of boundary conditions found in
experiments on the topic. The Reynolds numbers reach from Re = 0.3 · 106
[39, 40] up to Re = 9.2 · 106 [35], the Mach number range covers values from
Ma = 0.05 [39] to Ma = 0.2 [41]. All authors report beneficial effects of the
respective control approach, but the magnitude of gain varies significantly across
the studies. Stall was offset between Δαmax = 1◦ [42, 41] and Δαmax = 8◦ [40],
while gain in maximum lift between ΔCL,max = 0.03 [22] and ΔCL,max = 0.92 [40]
was reported. The large variance in aerodynamic benefit is in parts attributed
to the spread of momentum coefficients used, which ranges over three orders of
magnitude from cμ = 0.013% [39] to cμ = 3.2% + < 2.7% > [40], the latter using
combined steady and oscillatory blowing. (Note, that the method of calculating
the momentum coefficient is not consistent throughout the sources quoted.) With
the exception of experiments on the DLR-F15 model, where the AFC system was
integrated on the pressure side [43, 35], all authors report the location of AFC
system between 0% < x/c < 30% on the suction side surface.
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author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Chang [39]
(1992)

ZNMF 1.25 (SS) 90 0.6
single
slot

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

0.3 0.052* 15.5 0.013 4 n/a 0.16 17 5

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Seifert [40]
(1996)

PB + CB 0 0 1
single
slot

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

0.3 0.064* 22* 0.8 + <0.8> 2 n/a 0.24 17 2

0.3 0.064* 22* 3.2 + <2.7> 2 n/a 0.92 64 8

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Pack [42]
(2002)

ZNMF
14 (SS)

&
30 (SS)

30
0.88
&
0.5

2x single
slots

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

0.75 0.08* 28* 2 x 0.03 10.5 Sinus 0.18 10 1

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Greenblatt [44]
(2003)

ZNMF 5 (SS) 45 0.6
single
slot

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

0.24 0.052* 18* 0.09 1.5 n/a 0.03 3 2

0.24 0.052* 18* 1.8 1.5 n/a 0.25 25 5

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Khodadoust [45]
(2007)

ZNMF 14 (SS) 30 0.76
multiple
slots

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

9 0.1 35* 0.4 3.4 n/a 0.13 4 3
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author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Scholz [43, 46]
(2009)

PB 1 (PS)
α = 30◦

&
β = 90◦

1
multiple
holes

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

2 0.14 46* 1.08 1.2 85 0.13 5 5

2.8 0.19* 65 0.48 0.8 50 0.18 7 3.5

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Casper [35]
(2011)

PB 1 (PS)
α = 30◦

&
β = 90◦

0.9
multiple
holes

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

4.2 0.15 36.9* 0.53 1.62* 50 0.12 4 1.2

9.2 0.15 30* 0.53 2* 50 0.09 3 1.8

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Brunet [41]
(2013)

CB, PB 8 (SS) 70 n/a
multiple
slots

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

2 0.2 68* 3.5 - 100 0.26* n/a 1

2 0.2 68* 1.8 1.1 50 0.31* n/a 3

author (year) model type
location
x/c [%]

angle
[deg]

width
[mm]

topology

Brunet [41]
(2013)

CB, PB 1 (SS) 60 0.25
multiple
slots

Re [x 106] Ma [-] u∞ [m/s] cμ [%] F+ [-] DC [%] ΔcL,max [-]
ΔcL,max

cL,max,base

[%] Δαmax [deg]

2.5 0.175 60* 2.5 - 100 n/a 24 n/a

2.5 0.175 60* 1.2 0.7 50 n/a 13 n/a

Table 1.1: Overview of experimental results on active flow control applied to
the leading edge. Abbreviations: ZNMF - zero net mass flux; PB
- pulsed blowing; CB - continuous blowing; SS - suction side; PS -
pressure side; DC - duty cycle; location - location of actuation; angle
- geometric jet exit angle; width - slot width in chord-wise direction
or hole diameter; subscript ’base’ refers to the uncontrolled baseflow
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1.3 State of the Art: Flow Control Actuators

1.3 State of the Art: Flow Control Actuators

The advantage of active flow control over passive approaches is that active me-
thods can be adapted to the current flow state. Together with sensor systems,
which provide real time information on the flow field, or at least the surface
flow, AFC systems can be used in closed loop flow control and therefore allow
a more specific modification of the respective aerodynamics. More basically, in
contrast to passive methods such as e.g. vortex generators, which produce drag
during the entire mission, active actuators can be turned off when they are not
needed.1 Active flow control, however, requires an actuator system that is ca-
pable of providing energy, momentum, and mass flow rates in the desired form
and magnitude. This poses requirements on amplitude and frequency of the
AFC system, parameters that directly influence the effectiveness of the control
attempt. In addition, integration of those actuators must be feasible, imposing
requirements on size and weight. Finally, when being considered for commercial
applications, the actuators must be designed with robustness, energy conversion
efficiency, costs, maintainability, and certifiability in mind.

Available Active Flow Control Actuators

A recent review of different actuator concepts for active flow control is given in
[48]. As the results presented in this dissertation were obtained using an active
actuator producing periodic air jets the overview of available actuator concepts
is limited to types generating such perturbations. Those are namely:

• synthetic jet actuators

• plasma actuators

• mechanical valves employed as actuators

• pulsed combustion actuators

• fluidic actuators

In addition to the delineation of their functional principles a summary of advan-
tages and disadvantages of each actuator type is given based on the literature
referenced in this section and on personal experience with the various actuator
concepts. This summary is provided here to later compare the newly developed
two-stage fluidic actuator to the available concepts, which is done in table 3.5 in
section 3.3.
Figure 1.3 shows illustrations of the different actuator types discussed in the
following section, naming their major components.

1Attempts were made to overcome this disadvantage by designing retractable vortex gener-
ators [47]. However, those devices did not find their way into industry practice so far.
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Figure 1.3: Schematics of a) Synthetic Jet Actuator [48], b) Plasma Actuator
[48], c) Mechanical Valve, d) Pulsed Combustion Actuator [49], e)
Sweeping Jet Actuator [50]
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1.3 State of the Art: Flow Control Actuators

Synthetic Jet Actuators

Synthetic jet actuators (SJAs) are devices that inject momentum into the flow by
alternately ingesting low momentum fluid from the boundary layer and expelling
that fluid back into the flow as a fast jets. As they operate entirely on ambient
fluid, the time-averaged net mass flux across the actuator is zero. SJAs consist
of a cavity connected to the surrounding fluid via an orifice, with at least one of
the encasing walls being an oscillating diaphragm. Most commonly, oscillation is
induced by an electrically driven piston or a piezoelectric bender. Therefore, this
type of actuator converts electric power into fluid power [51]. A wide range of
studies are available, which aim at achieving optimal design, e.g. [52, 53]. SJAs
rely on resonance effects, either of the cavity (Helmholtz resonance) or of the
oscillating diaphragm (mechanical resonance) to produce high jet amplitudes.
This, however, limits the effective operation of SJA to a small frequency band.
Various attempts were made to overcome this limitation. Exemplary solutions
are to operate the device well below the resonance frequency and to increase
the deflection of the diaphragm via a cantilever system [54], or to superimpose
amplitude modulation on a device that is operated at the diaphragm’s resonance
frequency [55]. An extensive survey study on SJAs and their application for flow
control is presented in [56].

Advantages

• distribution of electrical power
necessary only facilitating low
system weight and easy integra-
tion

• short response time facilitating
closed-loop control

Disadvantages

• rather low momentum output
with jet velocities commonly
limited to low and moderate
sub-sonic speeds

• high output amplitudes coupled
to resonance frequencies

• incorporated moving parts di-
minish robustness

• low energy conversion efficiency
ηSJA ≈ 10% [51]

• significant heat is developed
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Plasma Actuators

Another class of net mass flux neutral control devices are plasma actuators.
Their basic design comprises a pair of electrodes, usually flush mounted on the
aerodynamic body, where at least one electrode is in contact with the surround-
ing fluid. The electrodes are separated from each other either by an insulating
(dielectric) material (DBD plasma actuators) or by the insulating fluid (corona
plasma actuator) [48]. When a high voltage (several kV) is applied to the pair of
electrodes, the fluid between them is ionized. The electric field exhibits a force
on the cloud of ions, accelerating them, and inducing a mass flow tangential to
the wall, which is referred to as ionic wind. By collision of ionized and neutral
molecules, the electrical force is relayed to the electrically neutral fluid [57]. In
a study aimed at increasing the performance of plasma actuators the authors
identified the voltage applied to the electrode pair, the thickness of the dielectric
material between the electrodes, the slope of the electrical driving signal, and
the frequency of operation as the most important parameters determining the
actuator performance [58]. A straight forward approach to increase the control
authority of plasma actuators is the staggering of multiple devices [59].

Advantages

• distribution of electrical power
necessary only facilitating low
system weight and easy integra-
tion

• short response time facilitating
closed-loop control

• incorporate no moving parts

Disadvantages

• very low momentum output

• resulting jet velocity is limited
by slew rate of the power am-
plifier [58]

• high voltage at high frequen-
cies are required, which might
cause electromagnetic interfer-
ence, thus hindering system in-
tegration

• scalability limited to staggering
multiple actuators

• very low energy conversion effi-
ciency ηSJA < 1% [60]
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Mechanical Valves as Actuators

One of the more obvious solutions to producing pulsed fluid flows is the use
of mechanical valves. Those devices operate by opening and closing a flow chan-
nel with a plunger, therefore either allowing or prohibiting flow through them. To
function as flow control actuators, they require a reservoir of pressurized fluid at
their inlet and a distribution structure connected to orifices in the aerodynamic
body at their outlet [61]. The flow direction is unidirectional from the reservoir to
the outlets, therefore the net mass flux through those actuators is positive. This
makes them members of the class of mass injection type actuators. From the
variety of different available valve types, fast acting solenoid valves and rotary
valves are most commonly considered for flow control applications, as they pro-
vide the possibility to generate periodic jets with a frequency of up to 1kHz. As
mechanical valves are off-the-shelf components, there are only few publications
reporting explicitly on their design. Exceptions are cases where high frequencies
(800Hz .. 2400Hz) are realized using rotary valves [62, 63], and valves with very
small outlets (O(100μm)) producing pulsed microjects, high-momentum jets with
low mass flow rates [64, 65].

Advantages

• high jet velocities possible

• short response time facilitating
closed-loop control

• amplitude and frequency are
decoupled

• additional parameters, e.g.
duty cycle, can be controlled

Disadvantages

• supply of pressurized fluid and
electrical power necessary

• required piping increases sys-
tem weight

• unsteady valve operation re-
duces energy conversion effi-
ciency

• large mass flow rates require
many large solenoids, thus in-
creasing system weight

• incorporated moving parts di-
minish robustness
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Pulsed Combustion Actuators

Another class of mass injection actuators are based on pulsed combustion. In
those devices, a fuel/oxidant mixture (e.g. hydrogen and air [49]) is ignited inside
a cavity with an orifice connecting it to the surrounding fluid. On ignition, a det-
onation causes a rapid pressure rise in the cavity and the combustion products
together with the unburned air is ejected through the orifice as a high momen-
tum jet. Through repetition, a pulsed jet is generated that can be used in a
flow control applications. In early versions of this actuator the pulse frequency
was limited to approximately 100Hz due to the time required for refueling the
device and the reaction time of the fuel/oxidant mixture [66]. Improved designs,
that exploit cavity resonance effects and which rely on auto-ignition by reflected
pressure waves, allowed to increase the pulse repetition rate was subsequently
increased to values of up to 1kHz [67, 68].

Advantages

• very high jet velocities

• compact design possible

• very high energy density

Disadvantages

• limited frequency range due to
required refueling time

• combustible material required
for operation

• addition of combustion process
outside the engine

• expelled gas is extremely hot

• incorporated (for now) moving
parts diminish robustness
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Fluidic Actuators

Similar to mechanical valves, actuators based on fluidic technology are a type
of mass injection devices which require a reservoir of pressurized supply fluid
to operate. Their working principle relies on the concept of fluid amplification,
which was first patented in 1964 [69] as a component of a fluid system perform-
ing functions analogous to electronic systems and components of that time. The
technology resurfaced in the form of flow control actuators in recent years, as
they can be designed to function without incorporating any moving or electrical
components, thus impressing with simplicity and robustness. Within the device
a primary jet (power jet) is switched between two stable states (e.g. two outlets
in the aerodynamic body) by application of a much weaker (in terms of lower
momentum and mass flow rate) control jet. Fluidic actuators are subcategorized
based on whether switching occurs auto-induced or whether it is externally trig-
gered. Externally forced switching allows direct control of the frequency of the
resulting pulsed jets, which is desirable in some flow control applications. The
driving signal can be supplied by mechanical valves [70, 71], plasma actuators
mounted in the control ports [72], piezoelectric benders inside the actuator body
[73], or variable geometry Helmholtz resonators attached to the control ports
[74]. The two most prominent designs for self-induced switching fluidic actuators
are based on the sonic oscillator [75] and on the resistance induced oscillator
[76]. In both designs the switching frequency is determined by the geometry of
the feedback structure and the attachment walls [77]. A fluidic actuator that does
not produce discrete pulsed jets but rather a continuous wobbling fluid flow is
the sweeping jet actuator [78], which was applied in numerous recent flow control
experiments [79, 80, 81]. Addition of an ejector nozzle to the fluidic actuators
power jet inlet, a device was designed that is capable of providing continuous
suction and pulsed blowing simultaneously [82].

Advantages

• high amplitudes possible (up to
aircraft scale [83, 84])

• large frequency range

• incorporate no moving parts

• good scalability

Disadvantages

• supply of pressurized fluid nec-
essary

• required piping increases sys-
tem weight

• not well suited for closed loop
control due to slow response
time

• large feedback structure re-
quired for low frequencies

• amplitude and frequency cou-
pled directly for practical de-
signs
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1.4 Physics of Fluidic Actuators

The publications constituting the main part of this dissertation presented in
chapter 2 describe results obtained using fluidic actuators. Thus, concluding the
report on the state of the art on flow control actuator technology, some light
is shed on the underlying physics of fluidic actuators based on the research of
Warren [85] and Kirshner et al. [86].
Within a fluid amplifier (or more specifically: the bistable switch), the core ele-
ment of any fluidic actuator, a fast fluid jet enters through a nozzle into a flow
chamber that is enclosed by boundary walls to both sides of the jet as illustrated
in fig. 1.4. At its borders, the jet entrains surrounding fluid due to molecular
viscosity and turbulent mixing. This entrainment results in a decrease of static
pressure between jet and boundary walls. As the flow chamber is open in main
flow direction, the fluid entrained by the jet is replenished from ambient fluid.
In a symmetric design the pressure to all sides of the jet is equal and the jet is
in an equilibrium state, moving along the center axis of the device.
However, if the jet is just marginally closer to one wall than to the other, either
by design, by manufacturing imperfections, or just by turbulent fluctuations, a
pressure difference forms across the jet that will cause it to attach to the nearer
boundary wall. This self-reinforced action stems from the fact that the smaller
area between jet and the nearer wall reduces the counterflow on that side, which
leads to a further decrease of static pressure between stream and wall. On the
opposite side, the increased area between wall and jet facilitates the replacement
of entrained material from the ambient fluid so that the static pressure on that
side of the stream approaches ambient pressure. Thus, the resulting pressure
difference increases in strength with the jet moving closer to one wall until at-
tachment is complete. Once the jet is attached, an equilibrium of pressure forces
is reached and the jet will stay attached to that wall. A recirculation bubble is

(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Jet between two parallel walls according to [85]: a) initial state; b)
attached state
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1.4 Physics of Fluidic Actuators

formed, which is sealed off from the ambient fluid by the attachment wall and
the jet. At the location where the jet attaches, the static pressure on the wall
increases because of the dynamic head of the stream. In its equilibrium state, the
mass flow entrained by the jet is balanced by the recirculating mass flow from the
reattachment region, while the opposite side of the jet is in direct communication
with the ambient fluid. A design in which two inlets oriented perpendicular to
the main flow direction are added downstream of the power jet nozzle constitutes
the most basic fluid amplifier element. The flow topology inside such an element
is illustrated in 1.5

Figure 1.5: Flow topology inside a generic fluid amplifier element based on a
sketch from [87]. (Asymmetric depiction to increase the readability)

To switch the jet to the other wall in this fluid amplifier a mass flow is sup-
plied through the control port into the recirculation region. If this control mass
flow rate supplied externally is larger than the rate of fluid that is entrained by
the power jet, then the separation bubble expands and the reattachment line
if shifted further downstream along the wall. Once the separation bubble has
expanded beyond the limits of the attachment wall ambient fluid can enter into
the recirculation region. This facilitates the pressure increasing effect of the con-
trol mass flow to the point of equalization of static pressure at both sides of the
jet. In consequence, the jet experiences no force in lateral direction and streams
(again) along the center axis of the device. Continuing addition of control fluid
results in a pressure difference of opposite sign than before and the jet attaches
to the other bounding wall due to the self-enforced mechanism described above.
The mass flow rate required to induce switching must be larger only than the
mass flow entrained by the power jet, which is much less than the total mass
flow associated with it. This is the most fundamental (and eponymous) char-
acteristic of fluid amplifiers. The ratio of the power jet mass flow rate an the
control mass flow rate minimally required to induce switching is referred to as
gain, which is one of the figure of merits of a fluid amplifier. Another figure
of merit is the pressure recovery, which is defined as the ratio of total pressure
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Figure 1.6: Nomenclature of fluid amplifiers: fluidic oscillator (left) and
bistable switch (right); devices are cut at their symmetry planes

recovered at one outlet and the total pressure of the power jet. This figure essen-
tially quantifies losses inside the device. An additional important characteristic
parameter of fluid amplifiers is stability. This quantity describes the amount of
loading that can be applied to the active outlet (i.e. how much the flow cross
section can be contracted) before this loading would force the jet to switch to the
other (unloaded) outlet without addition of control flow. Stability is foremost
dependent on fluid amplifier geometry. It is high if the attachment walls are long,
the splitter is rather far away from the power jet nozzle, and the opening angle
of the attachment walls is small. Stability also increases if the pointed-wedge
type splitter (as e.g. shown in fig. 1.6) is replaced by a flat or cusp-shaped
splitter, because flow that impinges on such a splitter is forced to recirculate
back upstream rather than directed to the other outlet. However, all measures
that increase stability decrease gain, as a more stable amplifier requires higher
control flow rates to switch the jet. Hence, for practical designs, a compromise
must be found which satisfies requirements regarding gain and stability. Design
features often found in fluid amplifiers are vents at various locations, e.g. at the
splitter or at the attachment walls, which allow to dump superfluous material
or which supply additional fluid if needed. Vents therefore increase stability and
gain simultaneously. This is, however, impractical for fluidic actuators, as this
would imply an air bleed inside the model or aircraft geometry. It is interesting
to note, that most of the early fluid amplifier designs use straight attachment
walls, although the authors of that time were aware of the advantages offered by
curved walls. Curved walls allow a more compact design of the switching body,
as the splitter can be moved closer to the power jet nozzle due to the fact that
the size of the separation bubble can be reduced to the width of the control ports.
However, different analytical descriptions fo the characteristics of fluid amplifiers
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were available for the straight-wall type only and the ease of theory based design
was deemed of higher importance than compactness. This is understandable as
the foremost use of fluid amplifier was in fluidic logic circuits, where a large num-
ber of those devices had to be designed and matched to each other.
Among the various sub-types of fluid amplifiers, the fluidic oscillator is of par-
ticular importance for their application as fluidic actuators, as it is this sub-type
that allows to generate unsteady airflow without the need of moving parts. The
switching mechanism and its dependency on geometry follows the flow-physical
principles delineated above. Its special feature is, however, that fluidic oscil-
lators synthesize the control flow required for switching from their own power
jet. Different types of fluidic oscillators are reported in literature, the two most
common ones in the context of application as flow control actuators [88] are the
sonic oscillator [75] and the resistance induced oscillator [76] (the latter type
is presented in fig. 1.6 on the left hand side). In the sonic oscillator the con-
trol ports are connected to each other. Switching is induced by pressure waves
(caused by the different pressure levels in the control ports when the jet is at-
tached to one side) that travel through the connecting flow channel [89]. The
resistance induced oscillator bifurcates the power jet flow (usually) downstream
of the splitter and feeds back a portion of the working fluid to the control port
of the side where the jet is momentarily attached. This constitutes provision of
a control flow (as described for the plain fluid amplifier above) and causes the
jet to flip to the other attachment wall to repeat the process, thus causing self
-induced oscillation.

1.5 Contribution to the State of the Art

The individual publications presented within this dissertation ([Bauer2014a],
[Bauer214b], [Bauer2015a], see chapter 2) delineate the path of research on the
design and validation of a novel actuator system and its application to a highly
three-dimensional outer wing model at realistic take-off Mach number. First,
two streams of research are addressed individually, which are flow control actuator
development and its validation on a generic geometry in [Bauer2014a] and the ex-
tension of separation control to an industry relevant geometry in [Bauer2014b].
Consecutively, those two streams are brought together in [Bauer2015a], which
reports on flow control experiments conducted on an outer wing geometry repre-
sentative for civil airliners at take-off Mach number using the devised actuator
system.
In [Bauer2014a] the focus lies on the in-situ testing of a novel two-stage fluidic
actuator system. The development of this flow control device contributes to the
state of art by broadening the available range of AFC actuators presented in sec.
1.3. The actuator developed is a member of the family of fluidic actuators. It con-
tributes to overcoming some limitations that are usually encountered with these
types of actuators. State of the art fluidic actuators are single stage designs. This
implies that frequency and amplitude of actuation are coupled when relying on
self-induced oscillation or that mechanical components (e.g. driving valves) must
be added to the system if independence of frequency and amplitude is desired.
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The two-stage actuator reported allows to decouple these two fundamental AFC
parameters within system inherent limits without requiring moving or electrical
components. In addition, the publication constitutes the validation of the flow
control concept, which is to suppress separation by means of pulsed air jet blow-
ing from finite slots, on a generic configuration. To show feasibility, the actuator
system was integrated at the leading edge of a 2D-two-element model in high-lift
configuration. A model with identical geometry was already used as test bed
for leading edge separation control experiments (DLR-F15 model in table 1.1,
[35, 43, 46]). The control strategy here, however, is different than in previous
studies. In [Bauer2014a] the flow control approach bases on pulsed blowing from
slots integrated on the suction side surface of the main element, while previous
studies employed vortex generator jets emanating from the pressure side of the
main element. The results in [Bauer2014a] confirm the capability of flow control
to effectively shift stall onset on this model to higher angles of attack with the
two-stage fluidic actuators. Therefore, the contribution extends the available re-
sults on leading edge flow control experiments as reviewed in sec. 1.2. In addition,
the experiments on this simplistic 2D configuration substantiated the assumption
formulated in [27], proving that phase shift between neighboring actuator outlets,
which is an immanent feature of the fluidic control system, does not render the
AFC approach ineffective. The flow control concept is subsequently transfered
to the realistic wing geometry researched in [Bauer2014b] and [Bauer2015a].
The focus of [Bauer2014b] is on advancing flow control for separation control to a
more complex geometry rather than on actuator system development or testing.
The experiments were conducted using a flow control system that incorporates
fluidic components, but uses several mechanical valves as drivers. This approach
lends more flexibility to the experimental setup and reduces design efforts. In
[Bauer2014b] leading edge separation control (by means of pulsed blowing) was
applied to the outer wing section of a model geometry representative for a modern
civil airliner wing. Due to the highly complex geometry investigated, this con-
tribution reaches beyond the current state of the art, which commonly reports
on flow control applied to generic configurations (e.g. all studies summarized
in table 1.1). It is in line with the few publications aiming at transferring flow
control technology to aircraft relevant geometries. Exemplary studies for such
research are the attempt to control separation on the trailing edge flap of a
3D-three-element wing in high-lift configuration [27], on a realistic vertical tail
plane [79, 90, 80], and on the rudder of a V-22 Osprey model [81]. Within the
scope of [Bauer2014b] it was shown, that the flow control strategy demonstrated
in [Bauer2014a] can be transferred successfully to complex flows. Significant
aerodynamic performance increase is demonstrated, resulting from the combined
benefits of offsetted stall angle, increased maximum lift, and simultaneously de-
creased drag.
In the remaining publication [Bauer2015a], the findings of [Bauer2014a] and
[Bauer2014b] are synthesized and applied in separation control experiments con-
ducted at take-off Mach number of Ma = 0.2. Here, the model geometry is
similar to the one already presented in [Bauer2014b], but the fidelity level is
increased further, e.g. by addition of a deflected aileron. The experiments are
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conducted in a large wind tunnel facility, guaranteeing the minimization of wind
tunnel influences on the results and good transferability of the findings to civil
aviation research. The two-stage actuator system discussed in [Bauer2014a] is
employed in the experiments, further substantiating the relevance of this con-
tribution for real life applications, as this AFC actuator system is a candidate
technology for industry use [91]. Therefore, the publication is in line with recent
attempts to prove the feasibility of flow control under conditions encountered in
civil aviation, such as research in which separation control using fluidic actuators
is applied successfully to a full-scale vertical tail plane to improve its the rudder
effectiveness [83, 84]. The results in [Bauer2015a] demonstrate a significant offset
in performance degradation to higher incidence angles on the model investigated
at an energy and mass flow rate requirement readily available on modern civil
airliners.
The individual publications and this dissertation as a whole therefore contribute
to closing the gap between research aimed at enhancing the understanding of flow
control aerodynamics and its application to industry relevant geometries and flow
conditions.
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Nomenclature

Aref = total projected area of wing and flap, m2

cL = lift coefficient
cp = pressure coefficient
cref = reference chord length, m
cμ = momentum coefficient, � _m · �ujet;theo�∕�q∞ · Aref�
F�, Sr = normalized frequency, Strouhal number, �f · cchar�∕

uchar
f = frequency, Hz
_m = total mass flow rate, kg∕s
_md = driving stage mass flow rate, kg∕s
_mo = outlet stage mass flow rate, kg∕s
pstat = static pressure, bar
p0 = total pressure, bar
R�d∕o� = ratio of mass flow rate through driving and outlet

stage, _md∕ _mo

u, v, w = velocity in x, y, and z directions, m∕s
ujet;theo = velocity of air jet calculated frommass flow rate,m∕s
u∞ = freestream velocity, m∕s
jVj = absolute velocity from u, v, and w components, m∕s
x = streamwise direction, mm
y = direction normal to tunnel floor, mm
z = (spanwise) direction normal to tunnel side wall, mm
α = angle of attack, deg
δf = incidence angle of flap, deg

I. Introduction

M ECHANICAL high-lift devices such as slats and flaps
are highly optimized aerodynamic design elements capable

of increasing an aircraft’s flight envelope. Their physics is well
understood [1], and although they add weight and complexity to the
overall system they are to date without alternative for providing high
lift at low speed for commercial airliners. However, their integration

conflicts with developments in modern aircraft design. The diameter
of jet engines has increased significantly over the past decades, as
manufacturers realize higher bypass ratios in order to limit fuel
consumption. To avoid the need for larger and heavier landing gear
those engines are moved closer to the wing. This makes it necessary
to increase the slat cutout, the section of the wing’s leading edge
where slats cannot be integrated, as they would collide with the
nacellewhen deployed. Slat integration also becomes problematic on
the outer wing section, because its slender shape offers insufficient
installation space. Active flow control (AFC) technology might
amend the overall high-lift system to prevent pressure-induced
flow separation where mechanical devices reach the limit of
integrability.
The work presented here comprises wind-tunnel experiments on

a two-element airfoil to which active separation control is applied
near the leading edge. It therefore follows the path of thework of, e.g.,
[2–5], which research unsteady forcing as a tool to improve the
performance of slatless high-lift configurations.
Different active flow control strategies have proven to be effective.

In most current experiments unsteady forcing is employed, as this
allows more efficient use of the invested energy compared with,
e.g., steady blowing [6]. This finding leaves the question of how to
generate unsteady perturbations in the flow unanswered. Different
actuator types are considered. Among them are zero net mass
flux actuators of different types [7,8], mechanical valves [9,10], and
actuators based on the fluidic principle [11]. An overview of various
actuator concepts is given, e.g., in [12].
To date, no civil aircraft usesAFC technology, although it has been

flight tested in several instances [13–15]. That is supposedly because
most flow control actuators are assumed to be not yet suitable for
practical industrial application, as they lack efficiency, robustness, or
control authority. For our experiments we employ a highly compact
staged fluidic actuator system to generate the required pulsed air jets.
Fluidic components have come to the focus of flow control research
[16–18], as they are able to provide high-control authority without
incorporating moving or electrical components. Our novel staged
approach adds a degree of freedom to setting the actuation frequency
while still allowing a compact design. In our work presented here, we
use this staged fluidic actuator to generate pulsed air jets that emanate
from slots on the wing’s suction side to defer the onset of pressure-
induced separation. The flow control system and experimental setup
are described, and the effect of flow control on pressure distribution
and velocity field is evaluated. We show that by applying AFC the
maximum angle of attack before separation occurs is increased by up
to 4 deg, which results in an increase of cL;max by dcL � 0.27 at a
momentum coefficient of cμ � 3.27%.

II. Experimental Setup

This section describes thewind-tunnelmodel, including the fluidic
actuator system, and specifies the experimental uncertainty.

A. Wind-Tunnel Model and Instrumentation

The experiments were carried out on a wind-tunnel model of the
DLR-F15 high-lift airfoil in a two-element setup. This airfoil is a
section of a three-element civil aircraft wing. For the results presented
here the slat was retracted into the main element. Further investi-
gation on this airfoil is presented, e.g., in [19]. The flap was deployed
at δf � 45 deg (with gap � 15.9 mm and overlap � 3.3 mm),
which is an AFC reference configuration with separated flow from
20% of the flap’s chord. The chord of the model in clean configu-
ration is cref � 600 mm, and its span is 1660 mm. The airfoil is
mounted between two circular end plates to prevent pressure
equalization between the upper and lower surface. Themodel’s angle
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of attack is adjustable using a traverse system that is connected to
the balance beneath the wind-tunnel floor. All experiments were
conducted at a Reynolds number of Re ≈ 1 × 106. Tripping was
applied to ensure a turbulent state of the boundary layer. Therefore, a
40-μm-high and 1-mm-wide tape was applied to the main element at
x∕c � 0 and 2% on the pressure side and x∕c � 1% on the suction
side. A schematic of the model setup is shown in Fig. 1a. Further
experiments on this setup are presented in [10].
A six-component strain gauge balance allows for measuring the

forces and moments acting on the model. Surface pressure is
measured at the midspan of the model at 32 stations on the main
element and at 16 stations on the flap. Stereoscopic time-resolved
(TR) particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements are performed
at midspan for individual angles of attack and actuation parameter
combinations at the main element’s leading and trailing edges. A
sketch of the PIV setup showing the two different fields of view is
presented in Fig. 1b. A total of 1024 image pairs is recorded at a
sampling rate of 1.5 kHz for each point of interest. The actuator
system is designed so that the center of one jet outlet is located in the
sectionwhere pressure andPIVdata aremeasured.Here, the nature of
the flow is considered to be two-dimensional. Three-dimensional
effects resulting from the interaction of wing and end plates are not
investigated within the scope of the results presented.
All experiments were conducted at the GroWiKa wind-tunnel

facility at the Technical University of Berlin, which is a closed-circuit
wind tunnel with a 1400 × 2000 mm test section.

B. Active Flow Control System

The actuator system integrated in the leading edge of the main
element is of the fluidic type. Figure 2a shows its integration in the
model wing.
Pulsed air jets exit through a total of 76 rectangular orifices

(measuring 16 mm in the spanwise and 1 mm in the streamwise
direction), which are located at 2.5% of the chord position on the
suction side surface. Their spacing is fixed at 20 mm, leaving a gap
of 4 mm between two adjacent outlets. The ejection angle of the jets
is 30 deg relative to the model’s surface. The active area there-
fore covers approximately 73% of the span from end plate to
end plate. Unsteady perturbations of the flow are generated by an
array of fluidic diverters, which are based on the principle of fluid
amplification.¶ An alternating pressure source (driving signal) is
applied to the diverters’ control ports to push the fluid entering to
either side and therefore to switch the outflow periodically between
the respective outlets of one diverter. This generates a pulsed jet flow
with a 180 deg phase shift between two neighboring orifices.
Two different drivers to induce the switching were employed

in the course of the experiments. The first approach comprises the
generation of a periodic pneumatic signal using fast-switching
solenoid valves. Here, the frequency imposed on the fluidic diverters
can be manipulated easily with an electrical signal generator. The

u∞

endplate

actuators
static pressure 

taps

traverse system
and model mounting
connected to balance
system

cover plates

a)

laser beam
laser light arm

light 
sheet optics

camera 1

camera 2

light sheet A/B

field of view A/B

B

Aactuators

b)

Fig. 1 Experimental setup: a) sketch of wing model in wind tunnel showing traverse system, actuator outlets, and static pressure taps and b) PIV setup
with fields of view at leading (A) and trailing (B) edge of the main element.

driving stage:
control flow
distribution
structure interface to

control ports

outlet slots

wing nose

wing upper
surface

wing lower
surface

curved duct

outlet stage
fluidic diverter
array

compressed air
supply line

a)

driver stage
oscillator with interface to
five control port pairs

outlet stage
(diverter array)

compressed
air supply

control
mass
flow

direction
of flow

rightleft

b)
Fig. 2 Actuator system employed: a) integration in the model’s leading edge and b) sketch of the two stages and their interconnection: the grayed area

illustrates the internal flow for a given point in time when the “right” outlets of the diverter elements are active.

¶The first research on that concept is attributed to B. M. Horton, R. E.
Bowles, and R. W. Warren, Harry Diamond Laboratories, March 1960.
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2.1 Bauer2014a

main disadvantage of using valves is their lack of robustness as they
incorporate moving components. This might be a hindrance with
respect to future application in commercial aircrafts. Therefore, the
second approach to generating the required pneumatic driving signal
comprises the use of modified fluidic oscillators. Those fluidic
elements are designed so that self-induced switching occurs between
their two branches. This is done by feeding back a portion of the
working fluid of one branch to flip the entering jet to the other branch.
Each branch has several outlets providing the diverters with the
required driving signal. In the experiments presented, one oscillator
controls up to five outlet stage diverter elements. In this configuration
the actuator system incorporates no moving or electrical components
and requires only a pressure supply. A sketch of this system is
provided in Fig. 2b. The challengewhen designing a staged system is
that the two stages have to be matched to each other. However, there
are numerous reasons for employing the staged concept rather than
only one stage of oscillators. The efficiency in terms of total pressure
to dynamic pressure conversion increases, as several diverters are
driven by only one oscillator that produces higher pressure losses
due to its internal complexity. If low frequencies are desired, driving
multiple diverterswith one oscillator reduces the required installation
space, as only the driving oscillator requires feedback lines (the
length and volume of which strongly influence the resulting
switching frequency). The use of a two-stage system allows setting
(within system immanent limits) of actuation amplitude and actu-
ation frequency independently when using two different pressure
supplies for the diverter and driving stage.
The performance of the AFC system was evaluated in bench-top

experiments. Different pressure levels, resulting in different rates of
flow, were applied to the two stages independently. Each combina-
tion of two pressure levels constitutes one point of operation of the
AFC system. The mass flow rates were recorded, and the resulting
output signal (in terms of total pressure of the air jets) of the actuator
was determined using Kulite pressure transducers. The range of
operation of the actuator system is shown in Fig. 3. The frequency of
the AFC system is determined by the total mass flow through the
stages and its distribution between the driving and outlet stage
�R�d∕o��. The modulation of the pulsed air jets [as defined by
Mod � �p0;max − p0;min�∕p0;max] is above 95% for all data points
presented. Within the bounds of the curves shown, any combination
of total mass flow rate and frequency can be set. Two exemplary
signals of the recorded total pressure fluctuation at the diverters’
outlets are provided to illustrate the quality of the perturbations
produced. As the switching is induced by the mass flow that propa-
gates through the driving stage, there is a phase lag between two
neighboring diverters, which are controlled by one driver. Its
magnitude is not constant and is determined by the velocity of the
internal flow. When using the valve-driven system all diverter arrays

operate in-phase, as all valves are controlled by the identical electrical
signal. This is not the case for the oscillator driven configuration.
Here, the phase relation between the diverter arrays is undetermined,
as no attempt was made to synchronize the individual oscillators. As
it is known from previous experiments [20] that the pulsed jets
influence mainly the region immediately trailing them, the phase
relation of distant actuators is considered to be of little importance for
the overall flow control performance.
All momentum coefficients quoted are calculated using cμ �

� _m · �ujet;theo�∕�q∞ · Aref�, where �ujet;theo is the jet velocity (assuming
a uniform block profile) calculated from the measured mass flow rate
and the geometry of the actuator outlets.

C. Experimental Uncertainty

The experimental uncertainty in determining the lift force using the
balance system is estimated to be within the range of�0.1% of cited
values. No wind-tunnel correction is applied, as only lift gain is
considered. The force exerted by the air jetswasmeasured directly for
each momentum coefficient without oncoming flow to subsequently
correct the recorded data for those values. Themanufacturer specifies
an accuracy of�0.5% for the sensors used formeasuring the pressure
distribution on the main element and flap, which corresponds to an
error of less than 25 Pa. Themomentum coefficient is calculated from
the mass flow rate through the outlet slots measured in situ during
the experiments. The uncertainty in measuring the mass flow rate is
�1%. This translates into a deviation from the quoted momentum
coefficients of less than Δcμ � 0.05%. The homogeneity of the
spanwise jet velocity was verified in bench-top experiments. The
peak velocity differs by less than 5%. An adaptive cross-correlation
algorithm with interrogation window shifting and deforming is used
to evaluate the particle images. The starting size of the interrogation
windows is 128 × 128 square pixels, which is reduced after each
processing step to a final size of 24 × 24 square pixels (corresponding
to a spatial resolution in x and y of approximately 1.2 mm) with 50%
overlap for each step. Global velocity and local median filters were
used during each evaluation step. Filtered vectors are recalculated on
a larger interrogation window, except for the last step, where filtered
vectors are interpolated. The rate of outliers for each evaluation step is
less than 4%.

III. Results

This section reports on results obtained during the experiments.
First, global force measurements are considered and static pressure
measurement data are presented to illustrate the effect of actuation
amplitudes on the flow’s ability to withstand large positive pressure
gradients. Subsequently, TR-PIV data are analyzed to show the effect
of actuation on the flowfield near the wing’s surface.
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Fig. 3 Actuation frequency dependent on total mass flow rate and its distribution between driving and outlet stage. For the data points markedA andB,
examples for the resulting total pressure signal of the emanating air jets are shown. The mass flow rate quoted is the one for the entire actuator system.
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A. Force and Pressure

For the experiments, the angle of attack was changed from
α � −5 deg to a value beyond αmax by increments of 1 deg. For each
angle of attack, static pressure and forces were measured and
averagedover 4 s. Plots for the lift coefficient for differentmomentum
coefficients cμ applied are shown in Fig. 4a for the relevant angles of
attack. These results were obtainedwith the oscillator-driven actuator
system. The thick line shows the lift curve for the unforced flow. This
is therefore the baseline with which the AFC cases are compared.
Naturally, separation occurs for angles greater than α � 9 deg and
no more lift increase is possible. The results show that for increasing
cμ the achievable αmax before occurrence of separation increases. As
higher incidence angles correspond to higher lift, the achievable
maximum lift coefficient cL;max also increases with increasing cμ (see
Fig. 4c). The largest lift gain is achieved for themaximummomentum
coefficient applied of cμ � 3.27%, where αmax is offset by Δα �
4 deg and lift is increased by ΔcL � 0.27. However, for smaller

cμ values too, αmax is shifted, e.g., by Δα � 3 deg for cμ � 1.74%,
resulting in a lift gain of ΔcL � 0.20.
In addition to varying the momentum coefficient, the effect of

changing the actuation frequency was investigated. The valve-driven
actuator system was employed for those cases. The results are given
in Figs. 4b and 4d. They show that within the tested range of actuation
frequencies the flow is indifferent to the specific time scale of forcing.
Lift gain is similar for frequencies ranging fromF� � 0.5 (25 Hz) to
7.5 (350 Hz). However, some kind of unsteady perturbations are
necessary, which becomes obvious when comparing the resulting
curves for pulsed blowing with the curve for continuous blowing
(dash-dotted line). Even though the momentum coefficient is higher
for the continuous blowing case, lift gain is reduced compared with
all cases of pulsed actuation.
The pressure coefficient (cp) distribution is displayed in Fig. 5a in

the reference coordinate systemof themain element. The pulsed jet in
the forced case manifests as a kink in the cp curve associated with the
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Fig. 4 Influence of momentum coefficient and actuation frequency on lift coefficient: a) variation of momentum coefficient, b) variation of actuation
frequency, c) cL;max gain dependent on momentum coefficient, and d) maximum lift cL;max dependent on actuation frequency.

Fig. 5 Comparison of pressure coefficient (cp) distributions illustrating that the forced flow is able to withstand stronger decelerationwithout separating
from the wing: a) forced case (cμ � 1.74% and F� � 4.3) for α � 12 deg and unforced case for α � 9 deg just before separation occurs and
b) comparison of explicit pressure gradient for the cases shown in panel a.
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2.1 Bauer2014a

suction side of themain element. Figure 5a shows a comparison of cp
distributions with and without pulsed blowing for respective angles
of attack where the aerodynamic loading on the boundary layer is so
high that any further increase would result in separation of the flow.
For the forced flow, αmax is offset by Δα � 3 deg and the surge tip
decreases by an additional Δcp � 4 to cp;min ≈ −16. Hence, as the
main element’s trailing-edge pressure remains unaffected, much
higher recompression must occur on the identical geometry. The rate
of recompression is shown explicitly in Fig. 5b, where Δcp∕Δ�x∕c�
is plotted for the suction-side surface of the main element. It is
apparent that, when unsteady perturbations are introduced at the
leading edge, stronger adverse pressure gradients can be sustained on
the entire upper surface with fully attached flow. For the case
presented of forcingwith amomentum coefficient of cμ � 1.74% the
achievable rate of recompression more than doubles (from
Δcp∕Δ�x∕c� � 95 to Δcp∕Δ�x∕c� � 205) in the region immedi-
ately trailing the surge tip. The cp distribution on the flap remains
unaffected by flow control applied at the leading edge.

B. Velocity Field

Stereoscopic TR-PIV measurements on the leading and trailing
edge of the main element allow for the analysis of the near-surface

velocity field. All data presented are time averaged from 1024
individual double exposures and normalized with the freestream
velocity. The base flow is compared with forcing with a momentum
coefficient of cμ � 2.1% and a normalized actuation frequency
ofF� � 2.1. Figure 6 shows the flowfield at the leading edge for the
unactuated and actuated cases for an angle of attack of α � 11 deg.
The location of excitation is marked with an arrow in Fig. 6b. The
velocity magnitude is calculated from the u, v, and w components,
but only the in-plane velocity components are displayed as flow
vectors for reasons of clarity.
The overall velocity level for the base flow is lower than for the

forced case, as the flow turning and therefore the acceleration of
the flow are reduced. The unforced flow separates in the region
between 40 and 100 mm (x∕c � 6–16%) from the leading edge,
which manifests in a decelerated flow near the wall and an outward
direction of the flow as illustrated by the velocity vectors shown in
Fig. 6a. This effect becomes even more apparent on the trailing edge,
as presented in Fig. 7. Here, the region of low velocity has grown
larger than the PIV interrogation area, which reaches up to a distance
of 100mm from thewing’s surface. The forced flowon the other hand
shows high velocity close to the wing, which indicates a fully
attached flow. The velocity profile converges to a constant value
approximately 10 mm away from the surface.
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C. Vorticity and Power Density Spectrum

Unsteady flow characteristics are analyzed in this section. For an
individual time step the z-vorticity magnitude is calculated (from u
and v velocity components) for the flowfield and displayed in Figs. 8a
and 9a for the natural and actuated flow, respectively. The dominant
frequencies in velocity magnitude (calculated from u, v, and w
velocity components) fluctuation are extracted from the TR-PIV
data and presented in Figs. 8b and 9b. Actuation parameters are
cμ � 2.1% and F� � 2.1.
The results for the natural flow are shown in Fig. 8. As the flow is

detached, the flowfield is dominated by large-scale vortical struc-
tures, which expand beyond the range of the PIV interrogation area.
Frequency analysis is applied to two points (marked A and B) in
the flowfield. Location A is at 7 mm, and location B is at 51mm from
the surface. In the unforced case, low-frequency high-amplitude
fluctuation is apparent at both points. The highest amplitudes are
found in a frequency range between 20 and 110 Hz. With increasing
distance from the surface, only the peak at 54 Hz remains in the
spectrum, which suggests that the other frequencies are sub- and
higher harmonics of this base frequency. Normalizing this frequency

with the mean flow velocity (cmean � 30 m∕s) and the characteristic
length of the main wing element (cref;main � 0.54 m) results in a
Strouhal number of Sr � 0.97 ≈ 1.

The unsteady characteristics of the flow change completely when
leading-edge forcing is applied, as shown in Fig. 9. As the flow is
attached, vorticity is now contained to a small layer close to the
surface. There, the predominant frequency (location A in Fig. 9b) is
the actuation frequency of 100 Hz (F� � 2.1). At location B, which
represents the far field of the flow, the power spectrum density shows
only very low amplitudes of fluctuation velocity (note the different
scaling of the axis). Peaks are found at 50 and 200Hz, which are sub-
and higher harmonics of the forcing frequency, but the amplitudes are
more than two orders of magnitude smaller than in the near-surface
region.

IV. Conclusions

AFC experiments were conducted on a two-element wind-tunnel
model using a staged fluidic actuator system. The capability of pulsed
jet actuation to delay stall is demonstrated. Measurements of the lift
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Fig. 8 Unsteady flow characteristics for the unforced detached flow: a) snapshot of z-vorticitymagnitude and in-plane fluctuation velocity and b) power
density spectrum at two locations (A and B) in the flowfield.
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Fig. 9 Unsteady flow characteristics for the forced attached flow: a) snapshot of z-vorticity magnitude and in-plane fluctuation velocity and b) power
density spectrum at two locations (A and B) in the flowfield.
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2.1 Bauer2014a

force show that the stall angle of attack is increased with increasing
actuation amplitude, whereas it is insensitive toward variation of
forcing frequency within the tested bandwidth. The reason for the
heightened αmax and cL;max is the flow’s ability to withstand stronger
adverse pressure gradients without separation when forcing is
present. The velocity field above the surface at the trailing edge
changes its characteristics completely when AFC is applied. Flow
turning is increased and high momentum fluid is redirected to
the near-surface region. In addition, whereas the natural flow is
dominated by large-scale vortical structures in the separated region,
vorticity is contained to a flat layer close to thewing in the controlled
case, with the dominant frequency present being that of the pulsed
air jets.
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The potential of active flow control bymeans of pulsed blowing to counter performance degradation at high angles

of attack is demonstrated on amodern civil aircraft outer wing configuration provided by the European aeronautical

industry. Flow control actuators are incorporated into the leading edge between the slat edge and the wingtip, where

the wing’s slender shape and its high local curvature do not allow for the integration of mechanical leading-edge

devices. Surface flow visualization identifies the highly three-dimensional topology of the uncontrolled flow, which is

dominated by the slat edge vortex and leading-edge flow separation at high incidence angles. The influence of the

varying-momentum coefficient on drag reduction, lift gain, and aerodynamic efficiency is studied, considering force

and pressuremeasurements, as well as flow visualization. Results indicate that amomentum coefficient of cμ � 0.6%
suffices to reduce drag by up to 38%, compared to the uncontrolled baseline flow, and to offset aerodynamic

performance degradation by 4 deg if the actuation effort is distributed efficiently along the span.

Nomenclature

AAFC = total area of active outlets, m2

Aref = reference area for aerodynamic coefficients, m2

b = span, m
CD;norm = normalized drag coefficient; CD∕CD;max;base

CL;norm = normalized lift coefficient; CL∕CL;max;base

cp = pressure coefficient
cref = reference chord length, m
cμ = momentum coefficient; _m · ujet;RMS∕q∞ · Aref

F� = normalized forcing frequency; f · cref∕u∞
f = forcing frequency, Hz
_m = total mass flow rate, kg∕s
s = slot centerline coordinate, m
ujet;peak = peak jet velocity; _m∕ρjetAAFC, m∕s
ujet;RMS = root-mean-square value of ujet;peak, m∕s
u∞ = freestream velocity, m∕s
x = streamwise direction, m
y = (spanwise) direction normal to tunnel floor, m
z = direction normal to tunnel side wall, m
α = angle of attack, deg
ρjet = density of air jet at outlet, kg∕m3

I. Introduction

A LL modern commercial airliners are equipped with mechanical
high-lift devices to improve flight characteristics at low speed.

Those devices are, to date, without an alternative to fulfill the
performance requirements for start and landing, but they add weight
and complexity to the overall system. However, their integration
conflicts with developments in modern aircraft design. The diameters
of jet engines have increased significantly over the past decades, as
manufacturers realize higher bypass ratios in order to limit fuel
consumption. To avoid the need for larger and heavier landing gear,
those engines are moved closer to thewing. This makes it necessary to

increase the slat cutout (the section of the wing’s leading edge where
slats cannot be integrated), as theywould collidewith the nacellewhen
deployed. Slat integration also becomes problematic on the outer wing
section due to its slender shape and high local curvature. Active flow
control (AFC) technology might augment the overall high-lift system
to prevent flow separation where mechanical devices cannot be
integrated. Figure 1a shows a sketch of a civil airliner wing with
regions prone to separation [1,2], where the two locations for possible
AFC integration previously described are marked.
In this paper, we describe and analyzewind-tunnel experiments on

the application of flow control bymeans of pulsed blowing applied at
the outer wing section between the slat edge and the wingtip. The
impact of local flow separation there on aerodynamic performance
becomes apparent in the polar plot, presented in Fig. 1b, showing the
wind-tunnel measurement data of the Do728 airliner (data from [3]).
At an angle of attack well below stall angle, a sudden drag increase
occurs andmanifests as a kink in the polar. Our aim is to prevent early
flow separation at high angles of attack in order to limit drag increase
and to improve thewing’s aerodynamic efficiency.A numerical study
on this specific configuration is presented in [1], in which the authors
demonstrate the successful delay of flow separation toward higher
angles of attack and significant drag reduction. In practice, this aspect
becomes relevant in the second segment of climb [4], when the landing
gear is retracted and a minimum gradient of climb is prescribed, even
with one engine inoperative. In [5], the climb gradient tan�γ� is defined
as a function of available thrust T, aircraft weightW, the aerodynamic
efficiency, and the ratio of lift L and drag D:

tan�γ� � T

W
−

1

�L∕D�

Although the available thrust and weight are specific characteristics of
anaircraft type,weaimat increasing the lift-to-drag ratioL∕D byAFC,
which feeds forward directly to a steeper climb gradient. Note that, in
our experiments, the onset of leading-edge separationon the outerwing
model coincides with the maximum angle of attack with respect to lift.
This would not be the case on a full wing, where the (much larger)
lifting surface from the wing’s root to the outer slat edge would
continue to provide increasing lift for increasing incidence angles. A
stalled outer wing section, however, reduces the overall aerodynamic
performance of the wing in an angle-of-attack range that is relevant
from an operational point of view.
Flow control applied to the wing leading edge is a topic of ongoing

research [6–9]. Those experiments were conducted on slatless (one or
two element) airfoils. The work focused primarily on increasing the
maximum lift and stall angle, but research on localized flow control also
found its way into industry research with a broader, multidisciplinary
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basis [10]. A common approach is to employ unsteady excitation
instead of continuous blowing, as this was found to be more efficient
[11]. Our flow control system incorporates fluid amplifier components.
This technologywas first researchedat theHarryDiamondLaboratories
[12] in the early 1960s. The fluid amplifiers are attractive for generating
pulsed-air jets, as they are efficient and robust. They are employed, e.g.,
in [13,14] in experiments to improve the rudder effectiveness of the
vertical tail plane model.
In the present experiment, we employ a staged fluidic system:

Arrays of fluidic diverters are driven by either amechanical valve or a
fluidic oscillator. Here, we present results with the valve-driven
system only, as this allows us to completely decouple the frequency
from the amplitude of actuation. We study the effect of spanwise
distribution of the actuation and investigate the influence of the
introduced momentum coefficient on drag reduction, lift increase,
and stall angle.With a suitable combination of control parameters, we
reduce drag forces acting on the outer wing model by up to 42% and
increase the aerodynamic efficiency of the wing section investigated
by more than 80% compared to the respective baseline values.

II. Experimental Setup

This section describes the wind-tunnel model including the fluidic
actuator system and specifies the experimental uncertainty.

A. Wind-Tunnel Model and Instrumentation

The outer wing model investigated is tapered and swept back at an
angle of 35 deg. It consists of three distinct sections with different

aerodynamic behaviors. The inner section is equipped with a slat that
is deployed to a takeoff setting with a sealed slat gap. On an aircraft,
this sealed gap is realized by positioning the slat so that it touches the
main element. In our experiments, we additionally employed thin
aluminum tape to ensure that no flow is allowed between the slat and
the main element. At this section’s trailing edge, an aileron is
deflected to a fixed angle. The middle part of the model is not
equipped with a slat. The leading-edge radius is small, as it is
optimized for cruise. Therefore, this section is prone to leading-edge
separation at high incidence angles. Our flow control system is
installed here.Adjacent to that, awinglet forms the third section of the
model (see Fig. 2).
The span b of the model measures 1040 mm. Its reference chord

length cref is 443 mm. All experiments were conducted at a chord
Reynolds number of Rec � 1.05 × 106 and a Mach number of
Ma ≈ 0.13. Tripping was applied to ensure a turbulent state of the
boundary layer on the model and to minimize transition effects. Two
strips of tape (40 μm high and 1 mm wide) were attached at x∕c �
0.1% and x∕c � 0.5% on the pressure side of the model. At high
incidence angles, the stagnation point was located beyond that
position on the pressure side, and the tripping affected the suction
side surface.
The model is mounted on a six-component strain-gauge balance

located beneath thewind-tunnel floor, and forces andmoments acting
on the model were measured directly. The force exerted by the
pulsed-air jets was measured directly for each momentum coefficient
and actuator segment at still air, and these values were subtracted
from the results recorded during the experiments. This approach is
based on the considerations presented in [15], in which the authors

slat
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slat cutout:
no leading-edge device

wingtip:
no leading-edge device
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separation at high
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Fig. 1 Representation of regions prone to separation a) and wind-tunnel data of the Do728 airliner b).
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Fig. 2 Outer wing model experimental setup.
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add the momentum coefficient to the drag coefficient to include it in
efficiency calculations. The aerodynamic coefficients are calculated
from the modified values. Thus, the results compensated for the
added momentum, which allows for the undistorted comparison of
baseline drag and lift to the respective values of the controlled flow.
The model is equipped with 48 static pressure taps in two rows (at
y∕b � 42% and y∕b � 55%) oriented in a streamwise direction. The
inner row comprises 30 stations on the suction and pressure surface,
and the outer row comprises 18 stations on the suction side surface
only. In addition, oil and tuft flow visualizations were employed to
study the surface flowfield.
Rotating the balance around the y axis allows for varying the angle

of attack of the model.
All experiments were conducted at the big wind-tunnel facility

(knows asGroWiKa) at theTechnischeUniversität Berlin,§ which is a
closed-circuit wind tunnel with a 1400 × 2000 mm test section.

B. Active Flow Control System

The controlled section of the wing model spans from y∕b � 40%
to y∕b � 75%, as separation occurs here first. A total of 28
rectangular slots, measuring 11.2 × 0.8 mm and grouped in three
segments, is integrated at approximately x∕c � 9% of the chordwise
position on the suction side surface. Geometric restraints did not
allow the AFC system to be moved any closer to the leading edge.
Through those slots, compressed air is ejected periodically. The air
jets are tilted by 30 deg relative to the model’s surface. Their
orientation with respect to the leading-edge changes along the span.
For the most inboard actuator, the slots are aligned parallel to the
leading edge. Each subsequent actuator is rotated incrementally so
that the most outboard slots are oriented perpendicular to the chord
and the freestream flow direction. Hence, the surface area covered by
the air jets is increased compared to a setup with uniform slot
orientation. The outlet geometry and a fluidic actuator segment are
presented in Fig. 3, where the grayed area of the segment illustrates
the internal flow for a given point in timewhen the “right” outlets are
active.
The pulsed-air jets are generated using arrays of fluidic diverter

elements, which are based on the principle of fluid amplification [16].
An alternating pressure source applied to the diverters’ control ports
pushes the fluid entering to either side, and therefore switches the
outflow periodically between the two respective outlets of one
diverter. As a result, the pulsed jet flow of neighboring slots is phase
shifted by 180 deg. For the experiments presented, we employed fast-
switching solenoid valves to provide the actuator elements with the

required pneumatic driving signal. By doing so, we could easily
manipulate the switching frequency imposed on the actuator
elements with an electrical signal generator. Approximately 10% of
the total mass flow is routed through the valves as driving mass flow.
The fluidic actuators are integrated into segments of five (S1 and S2)
or four (S3) individual elements. Each segment is driven by one
solenoid valve. When multiple segments were operated simulta-
neously, they were controlled by a single electrical signal. Therefore,
all segments operate in phase with the same frequency. As switching
between respective outlets of one diverter is induced by themass flow
that propagates through the control flow channels, there is a phase lag
between the two neighboring actuator elements of one segment. In
contrast to the forcing frequency, the supply air pressure for each
segment is controlled independently by a pressure regulator valve,
allowing different forcing amplitudes across the segments.Mass flow
meters based on a thermoelectrical principle are used to measure the
flow rate of the ejected air for each actuator array.
All momentum coefficients quoted are calculated using

cμ �
_m · ujet;RMS

q∞ · Aref

where ujet;RMS is the root-mean-square value of the peak jet velocity.
Assuming a uniform velocity profile (plug flow) across the outlet
and the form of a square wave signal in time, ujet;RMS can be
approximated by

ujet;RMS � 1

2
�������

DC
p ujet;peak

The duty cycle (DC) describes the fraction of time that one outlet is
active during one switching cycle. It is fixed to 50% (DC � 0.5) in
our studies. The peak jet velocity ujet;peak is calculated from the
measured mass flow rate _m, the area of the active actuator outlets
AAFC, and the density of the fluid at the outlets ρjet using

ujet;peak � _m

ρjetAAFC

The respective jet densities for different mass flow rates were
established in benchtop experiments. This was done by first
calculating the peak Mach number of the air jets from the measured
total and static pressure at the outlets using isentropic relation. From
this value and the total temperature measured in the actuators’
plenum, the static temperature in the jet was calculated assuming an
isentropic process. The calculated temperature together with the
measured static pressure at the outlets allow for calculating the

u

main mass 
flow inlets

connectors
to driving

valve

control mass
flow distribution

left
rightS1

S2

S3

Fig. 3 Illustration of the outlet geometry and the internal structure of one actuator segment.

§Data available online at http://fd.tu-berlin.de/en/facilities/wind-tunnels/
growika/ [retrieved 2014].
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relevant air jet density using an equation of state. The resulting
correlation between the mass flow rate and the density is provided in
Fig. 4. The AFC system performance was evaluated before wind-
tunnel testing to ensure a sufficiently homogeneous jet velocity
distribution along the span. For that purpose, the total pressure along
the centerline of each outletwasmeasuredwith a pitot tube connected
to a Kulite pressure transducer. For the inboard segment, one
exemplary jet total pressure distribution for amoderatemass flow rate
is presented in Fig. 5a for one point in time during the switching cycle
to document the spanwise homogeneity. Those results show that the
peak total pressure measured at the individual outlets lies within
�2% of the average peak value recorded across all outlets. In Fig. 5b,
a time history of the air jet total pressure at the center of one outlet is
plotted to document the switching quality of the actuator operated at
150 Hz. During the half-cycle, a given slot of the outlet pair of one
actuator element is inactive; there is inflow into that orifice. This is an
effect of the high-velocity flow inside the switching body that
entrains fluid through the open (and inactive) actuator orifice.

C. Experimental Uncertainty

The experimental uncertainty in determining the drag and lift force
using the balance system is estimated to be within the range of
�0.025% of cited values. No wind-tunnel correction is applied, as
only changes in drag and lift are considered. The manufacturer
specifies an accuracy of �0.5% for the sensors used for measuring
the pressure distribution on the model, which corresponds to an error
of less than 25 Pa. For the Kulite pressure transducers used for
measuring total and static pressure at the actuator outlets, the
manufacturer specifies a typical measurement uncertainty of less that
�0.1% of the full-scale span of 0.7 and 0.35 bar, respectively. The
momentum coefficient is calculated from the mass flow rate through
the outlet slots measured in situ during the experiments and the jet
density at the outlets, whichwas determined in benchtop experiments
as previously described. The deviation of themomentum coefficients
quoted from the exact values is determined by the simplifying
assumptions regarding velocity profile in time and space and the
measurement error in the mass flow rate and density. This (absolute)

uncertainty is difficult to quantify. However, as the uncertainty in the
density and velocity profile produces a systematic error, the relative
uncertainty between thevariouscμ values quoted is determined by the
uncertainty in measuring the mass flow rate only, which is specified
with �1% of the sensors’ full-scale range. This translates to an
uncertainty in cμ of approximately�0.02%.

III. Results

The major findings of our wind-tunnel experiments are presented
in this section. We describe the topology of the base flow and discuss
the effects of flow control on the aerodynamic performance of the
model wing. All aerodynamic coefficients presented are normalized
with their respective base-flow values CD;min;base, CL;max;base, and
�CD∕CL�max;base.With the exception of the base flow,wherewe show
results for the entire range of angles of attack tested; the range of the
abscissa axis is limited to the region of interest but constant for all
figures presented.

A. Base Flow

Tuft flow visualization was used to investigate the direction and
steadiness of the surface flow for the entire range of angles of attack
tested. Observations for relevant angles of attack are presented in
Fig. 6. For incidence angles much smaller than αmax (Fig. 6a), the
surface flow shows no recirculation or orientation that is opposite to
the expected flow direction for attached flow. It shows no signs of
unsteadiness, with the exception of the region downstream of the slat
edge and a small area near the trailing edge close to thewingtip. Flow
unsteadiness increases significantly on the slatless section of thewing
at an angle of attack close the stall angle (Fig. 6b). The flow is directed
outward (towards the wingtip) in this region, and although the
measured lift force still increases, local separation is observable on
the model’s outboard section. Further increasing the angle of attack
(Fig. 6c) leads to leading-edge stall of the entire slatless section, with
strong backflow and highly unsteady flow direction. No separation is
observed downstream of the slat up to 80% of the chord position. The
characteristic topology of the separated flow is presented in Fig. 7a.
Oilflow visualization was used to identify the features of the
separated flow on the suction side surface of the wing. Two
longitudinal vortices dominate the structures on the inboard half of
the model. One strong longitudinal vortex is formed due to the
interaction of the lifting surface and the wind-tunnel wall, which
grows in strength and cross section with increasing angle of attack.
This feature would not be present on a full wing. The second
longitudinal vortex forms at the slat edge (slat edge vortex). It causes
the streamlines in its vicinity to curve toward the wingtip. When the
stall angle of attack is reached, the flow separates abruptly from the
surface. The separation line is located at approximately 10% of
the x∕c position, with strong backflow trailing the separation. Next
to the slat edge vortex, a recirculation region (rotating in
counterclockwise sense) is formed, reaching up to x∕c � 2% of the
chord position. The pressure coefficient distribution at two locations
is shown in Fig. 7b for cases before and after stall occurs.
The outboard pressure tap row (only data for the suction side
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are plotted) shows a significant decrease in the suction peak in
poststall to one-third of its value at αmax. Recompression is reduced
on the entire surface, and the trailing-edge pressure is lower than
for the unstalled wing. Those tendencies are also found for the
inboard pressure tap row, but to a lesser extent. In the vicinity of the
slat edge vortex, the flow is more stable; therefore, the suction peak

is reduced by only 10%. A further increase in the angle of attack
leads to a breakdown of the suction peak at the inboard pressure tap
row too.
Results from the force measurements for the uncontrolled flow are

presented in Fig. 8. These are the reference data to which the
controlled cases are compared. The maximum angle of attack is

Fig. 6 Tuft visualization of the base flow for three angles of attack: a) completely attached flow; b) onset of stall; and c) stalled wing.
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defined as the angle for which the highest lift coefficient is observed.
Further increasing the incidence angle results in a sudden increase in
drag and a drop in aerodynamic efficiency.

B. Controlled Flow

The results for the controlled flow are presented in this section. At
the beginning of the campaign, the influence of actuation frequency
(with all other parameters kept constant) on flow control results was
evaluated, and no significant change in control authority was found
within the frequency range [50 Hz (F� ≈ 0.6) to 250 Hz (F� ≈ 2.9)]
tested. Therefore, we used the fixed frequency of 150Hz (F� ≈ 1.75)
for all cases presented here.
The resulting drag and lift curves for forcing with different

momentumcoefficients are shown in Fig. 9. For this case, thevelocity
ratio of the peak jet velocity to the freestream velocity (ujet;peak∕u∞)
was kept constant across the three segments. The respective values
are quoted in the figure legend next to the momentum coefficient,
and they are ordered from inboard (S1) to outboard (S3), e.g.,
(�ujet;peaku∞�S1∕�ujet;peak∕u∞�S2∕�ujet;peak∕u∞�S3). Figure 9a illus-
trates that, for increasing the momentum coefficient, the angle before
drag increases abruptly and can be offset by up to 4 deg. Independent
of cμ, drag remains unaffected from flow control up to αmax − 2 deg.

From there on, all levels of forcing tested reduce drag slightly and, to
the same extent, until the original αmax is reached. The lowest cμ
applied of 0.15% offsets the significant drag increase by 2 deg.
Increasing the momentum coefficient up to 0.83% incrementally
shifts this angle to 4 deg above αmax, which corresponds to a drag
reduction of 39%compared to the unactuated flow.A further increase
of the forcing amplitude does not affect the drag on the wing. Even
forcing with more than double that momentum coefficient
(cμ � 1.73%) is not more beneficial in terms of drag reduction. In
contrast to drag, the lift force is affected by flow control over the
entire range of angles tested, and no saturation is found with respect
to the lift increase with increasing momentum coefficient (see
Fig. 9b). For the highest value of cμ applied (cμ � 1.73%), the lift is
enhanced by 11% relative to the uncontrolled CL;max and by 8% for
cμ � 0.83%, which is the highest value that provided significant drag
reduction before saturation. For the uncontrolled flow, the maximum
angle of attack before drag increases concurs with the stall angle at
which lift decreases. It is interesting to note that this is not the case for
the controlled flow. Themaximum angle of attack is offset differently
for different amplitudes of forcing, but in all cases, stall occurs earlier
than the significant drag increase becomes apparent. Dividing CL by
CD gives the aerodynamic efficiency of thewing segment, which is of
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Fig. 9 Representation of a) drag coefficient and b) lift coefficient for different momentum coefficients.
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2.2 Bauer2014b

interest for the aim of increasing the climb gradient of an aircraft. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 10a for the momentum coefficient variation
previously discussed. Similar to the presentation of the drag and lift
coefficients, only the region of the maximum angle of attack is
considered, although the apparent lift increase across all angles
would contribute to an improved aerodynamic efficiency for
α ≪ αmax.We find that the improvement in aerodynamic efficiency is
driven by drag reduction rather than by increasing lift. Depending on
the momentum coefficient, the allowable angle before a sudden drop in
efficiency occurs is offset by up to 4 deg, but even the lowest forcing
amplitude increases that range by 2 deg and leads to an increase of
the ratio CL∕CD by 46%. For higher-momentum coefficients, the
aerodynamic efficiencymore thandoubles compared to theuncontrolled
case. This finding is again clearly observable in Fig. 10b, which shows
CL plotted against CD. Note that the results for several momentum
coefficients tested were omitted to increase the readability. The gradient
of each curve increases for the increasing momentum coefficient,
indicating an improvement of the glide ratio. The maximum benefit
(decrease in drag and increase in lift) of the flowcontrol cases previously
presented is plotted in Fig. 11 versus the momentum coefficient. The
values presented are changes in percent with respect to the uncontrolled
baseline flow. The saturation in cμ for the reduction of drag becomes
apparent as previously denoted, and although no saturation is reached
with respect to lift gain, the gradient of the lift gain curve is reduced
for the high-momentum coefficient compared to forcing with low
amplitudes.
The strongly three-dimensional characteristics of the model and

flow suggest that a constant forcing amplitude along themodel’s span
might be suboptimal in terms of actuation efficiency. To test that

assumption, we make use of the possibility to set actuation
amplitudes of individual segments independently. In Fig. 12, the
resulting drag and lift curves are presented for flow control with a
momentum coefficient of cμ � 0.33%� 0.06%. Although keeping
the total momentum added constant, the jet amplitude, and hence the
local control authority of different segments, was varied.With respect
to drag (see Fig. 12a), the control approach with all three segments
workingwith the same amplitude performs best, shifting a significant
drag increase by 3 deg.Operating the two inner segments (S1,S2) and
the inner segment alone (S1) provides an offset ofαmax by 3 deg, but it
results in slightly higher drag. Forcing with the inner and outer
segments only (S1,S3) reduces the effect of flow control, and a drag
increase occurs 1 deg earlier. The lift gain (Fig. 12b) is independent of
the distribution of the actuation for angles lower than αmax, butCL;max

and the offset of the stall angle are sensitive toward the local
amplitude of forcing. The trend is different than with drag. Here,
equal distribution of the actuation produces the least lift gain,
whereas control with segments S1 and S3 has the largest positive
effect on lift, offsetting stall by 2 deg. Compared to that case, forcing
with the inner segment (S1) only increases the stall angle by one
additional degree (although themomentum coefficient is cμ ≈ 0.08%
lower), butCL;max is lower. Considering those two cases suggests that
there is strong interaction of the flow in the spanwise direction and
increasing lift on one part of the wing leads to higher aerodynamic
loading, and therefore earlier separation. Those results show that, for
a momentum coefficient of cμ ≈ 0.3%, no apparent advantage is
found using locally diversified actuation, as the overall flow control
effectiveness is not increased within the scope of the parameter
combinations tested. This is different for actuation with higher
amplitudes.
In Fig. 13, we present the resulting drag and lift curves for a

spanwise variation of forcing amplitudes analogous to the one
previously presented but using a higher-momentum coefficient of
cμ � 0.6%� 0.05%. Forcing only with the inboard and outboard
segments (S1 and S3) is similarly the least beneficial approach in
terms of drag reduction (see Fig. 13a), but in contrast to the low-
momentum coefficient case, the best results are now produced using
the inboard and middle segments (S1 and S2) rather than employing
all three segments simultaneously. Forcing with those two segments
offsets the critical drag increase by 4 deg, whereas the other
combinations of segments and distributions of actuation amplitude
tested result in an offset of 3 deg or less. Although the lift gain is
highest for the setup that results in maximum drag reduction, no
additional beneficial effect is observed when considering stall angle
(see Fig. 13b). The maximum angle with respect to lift is offset by
3 deg for the optimal parameter set, which is similar to the other
combinations of segments and forcing amplitudes tested. With
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Fig. 12 Representations of a) drag coefficient and b) lift coefficient for cμ ≈ 0.33%� 0.06%with different spanwise distributions of actuation intensity.
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respect to aerodynamic efficiency (see Fig. 14), this optimum
configuration produces an increase of 58% compared to the baseline
case at 4 deg beyond the original αmax. The benefit is as high as 74%
for up to 3 deg beyond the base-flow stall angle.
The observation of the inner two segments contributing themost to

the aerodynamic performance improvement is explained by the
interaction of the different segments. From tuft visualization, it

becomes apparent that the inner segment, which is operated at a
sufficiently high forcing amplitude, is capable of preventing flow
separation in the region trailing it for all incidence angles tested, as
the neighboring flow to its inboard side is stabilized by the slat; see
Fig. 15a. Performance degradation begins with the onset of
separation on the outboard half of the model. When operated
individually, neither the middle nor the outboard segment prevents
flow separation for more than 1 deg beyond the original αmax.
Combinedwith the inboard actuator set, themiddle segment achieves
reattachment in the region trailing it, as the flow neighboring it in its
inboard side is already stabilized by the inner segment, as is apparent
from Fig. 15b. The outboard actuator operated in combination with
the inboard segment, as shown in Fig. 15c; however, it is incapable of
providing sufficient control authority to keep the flow on its wing
section attached. The destabilizing effect of the large regions of
separated flow neighboring the segment on either side dominates the
flowfield in the vicinity of the outboard actuator row, so that
reattaching the flow was not possible for any local momentum
coefficient tested. In tuft flow visualization, the effect of the outboard
segment is just visible; thus, most of the performance benefit is
attributed to the controlling effect of the inboard segment in this case.
Hence, the only beneficial combination here is that of segments S1
and S2. In the drag-optimized configuration, the saved momentum
from the outboard actuator is distributed equally in the two remaining
segments. The local velocity ratio increases from ujet∕u∞ � 3.5 to
ujet∕u∞ � 4.0, which is sufficient to delay separation, trailing the
inboard segment by an additional degree. Therefore, in terms of the
optimal use of introducedmomentum, employing only two segments
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Fig. 13 Representations of a) drag coefficient and b) lift coefficient for cμ ≈ 0.6%� 0.05% with different spanwise distributions of actuation intensity.
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Fig. 15 Tuft visualization of the controlled flow for αmax ;base � 3 deg and different distributions of actuation amplitude.
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with higher forcing amplitudes is superior to operating all actuators at
a lower jet velocity ratio. To reach a similar benefit in drag and
aerodynamic efficiency, equally distributed actuation requires a total
momentum coefficient of cμ ≈ 0.83% (cf. Fig. 9b). However, to
quantify reliably and in depth the gain of distributed actuation, it is
necessary to increase the angular resolution. This is envisaged for a
future wind-tunnel test campaign.
Concluding the section on flow control results, we present an

overview of its effect in Fig. 16. Drag reduction and a gain in
aerodynamic efficiency are given in explicit numbers for different
angles of attack and parameter combinations previously presented.

C. Consideration of Active Flow Control Efficiency

Following the description of the flow control effect on
aerodynamic performance, we want to direct our focus to the
efficiency of our flow control approach. To quantify this, we employ
the first aerodynamic figure of merit (AFM1), as introduced by
Seifert [17]. It is defined as

AFM1 � u∞L∕�u∞D� PAFC�
�L∕D�baseline

(1)

L and D are the integral (balance-measured) values of lift and drag,
respectively; andPAFC refers to the actuator power consumption. The
ratio in the denominator with the subscript of baseline is the value for
the uncontrolled flow. The jet power Pjet of the AFC system is
calculated, based on the same assumptions as for the calculation of
the momentum coefficient, from the peak jet velocity and measured
mass flow rate. This value is modified by a loss factor ξAFC that
describes the actuator internal energy conversion efficiency to arrive

at the flow control system power consumption PAFC � ξAFC · Pjet.
To portray the efficiency of amore realistic actuator system, the value
for the loss factor is estimated to be ξAFC � 0.5, which is considered
to be a conservative assumption based on previous work with this
type of actuator system, as reported, e.g., in [18]. The actual energy
supplied to the model AFC system was not recorded, as this value
would bemisrepresentative due to the design compromises necessary
to fit the actuators into themodel at wind-tunnel scale.** TheAFM1 is
plotted in Fig. 17 for two of the AFC parameter sets previously
presented. For low angles of attack (α1 range), the flow is attached
naturally, and it is inefficient to employ forcing, as indicated by
AFM1 values of close to or even less than unity, because the
aerodynamic gain is minimal while energy is invested into the flow.
The AFM1 reaches values significantly larger than unity (implying
efficient use of energy) in the range of angles of attack (α2 range)
where the flow is kept attached only due to flow control. The
efficiency is highest for the respective angles of attack, which
correspond to the angle of maximum (controlled) lift, and it drops to
AFM1 values of approximately unity or below once the flow
separates from the wing model, despite the AFC effort (α3 range).

IV. Conclusions

Active flow control experiments were conducted on a highly three-
dimensional modern civil aircraft outer wing configuration provided
by the European aeronautical industry, aiming at improving this
model’s aerodynamic performance at high angles of attack. The
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Fig. 16 Effect of flow control efforts on drag reduction and aerodynamic efficiency improvement. (AOA denotes angle of attack.)
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Fig. 17 Representation of AFM1 for a) spanwise invariant and b) spanwise distributed actuation intensity.

**Note that, for the data shown, an energy conversion efficiency as low as
ξAFC � 0.1 would still produce AFM1 values of larger than unity.
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capability of pulsed jet actuation to reduce drag and to enhance the
aerodynamic efficiency of a wing segment is demonstrated. It is
shown that, by choosing adequate parameters of control, it is possible
to offset performance degradation by up to 4 deg. For a moderate
momentum coefficient of cμ ≈ 0.62% invested, drag on the wing
segment is reduced by more than 40% and the aerodynamic
efficiency therefore increases by over 80%. Although the controlled
flow cases exhibit higher maximum lift coefficients, this increase is
secondary to drag reduction with respect to aerodynamic efficiency,
as the ratio of CD∕CL is dominated by the drag increase due to
separation. For a given (sufficiently high) total momentum
coefficient, it is found that the local distribution of the momentum
introduced (namely, forcing concentrated on the inboard section of
the model) is beneficial in terms of actuation efficiency.
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This paper discusses wind tunnel test results aimed at advancing active flow control technology to
increase the aerodynamic efficiency of an aircraft during take-off. A model of the outer section of a
representative civil airliner wing was equipped with two-stage fluidic actuators between the slat edge
and wing tip, where mechanical high-lift devices fail to integrate. The experiments were conducted
at a nominal take-off Mach number of M = 0.2. At this incidence velocity, separation on the wing
section, accompanied by increased drag, is triggered by the strong slat edge vortex at high angles
of attack. On the basis of global force measurements and local static pressure data, the effect of
pulsed blowing on the complex flow is evaluated, considering various momentum coefficients and
spanwise distributions of the actuation effort. It is shown that through local intensification of forcing,
a momentum coefficient of less than cμ = 0.6% suffices to offset the stall by 2.4◦, increase the maximum
lift by more than 10%, and reduce the drag by 37% compared to the uncontrolled flow.

Nomenclature
α [deg] = angle of attack

cp [-] = pressure coefficient

CL,norm [-] = normalized lift coefficient CL,norm =
CL

CL,max,base

CD,norm [-] = normalized drag coefficient CD,norm =
CD

CD,min,base

AFM1 [-] = first aerodynamic figure of merit

cre f [m] = reference chord length

b [m] = span

u∞ [m/s] = freestream velocity

u jet,peak [m/s] = peak jet velocity u jet,peak =
ṁ

ρ jet AAFC

u jet,RMS [m/s] = root mean square value of u jet,peak

f [Hz] = forcing frequency

ṁ [kg/s] = total mass flow rate

ρ jet [kg/m3] = density of air jet at outlet

Are f [m2] = reference area for aerodynamic coefficients

AAFC [m2] = total area of active outlets

cμ [-] = momentum coefficient cμ =
ṁ·u jet,RMS

q∞·Are f

F+ [-] = normalized forcing frequency F+ = f ·cre f

u∞
x [m] = streamwise direction

y [m] = (spanwise) direction normal to tunnel floor

z [m] = direction normal to tunnel side wall
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I. Introduction
The design of wing tip devices on civil airliners has changed

remarkably in past decades. The conception of wing tip

devices dates back more than a century, with the first func-

tioning design patented in 1915 [1]a. However, it was not

until the research of Whitcomb [2] 60 years later, trig-

gered by an energy crisis that resulted in the need for

better fuel performance, that wing tip devices found their

way into practice. Winglets (and all derivatives thereof)

are designed to minimize the drag during cruise flight.

This approach conflicts with performance requirements

during low-speed flight when a high-lift system is needed,

as the slender shape and high local curvature of modern

wing tip devices inhibit the integration of a slat, resulting

in early separation at the wing tip at high angles of at-

tack. This optimization conflict might be resolved by ac-

tive flow control (AFC), as this technology has the poten-

tial to augment the overall high-lift system to prevent flow

separation where the integration of mechanical devices

fails. The suppression of local flow separation is most

relevant during the second segment of climbb, when the

landing gear is retracted and a minimum gradient of climb

is prescribed even with one engine inoperative. In [3], the

climb gradient tan(γ) is defined as a function of the avail-

able thrust (T ), aircraft weight (W), and aerodynamic ef-

ficiency, which is the ratio of the lift (L) and drag (D):

tan(γ) =
T
W
− 1

(L/D)

. Increasing the lift-to-drag ratio ( L
D ) by local flow con-

trol would make it possible to reduce the installed thrust

(use smaller engines) or to increase the maximum take-off

weight (realize higher passenger capacity).

In this paper, we report the results of wind tunnel ex-

periments conducted on a realistic outer wing model at

the nominal take-off Mach number of M = 0.2, with lo-

cal flow control applied between the outer slat edge and

wing tip. Pulsed blowing is employed to increase the wing

model’s aerodynamic efficiency by offsetting the increase

in drag. The feasibility of preventing separation at the

leading edge by AFC was demonstrated successfully in

recent studies [4–9], which focused primarily on increas-

ing the maximum lift and stall angle of slatless single- or

multi-element airfoils. Research on localized flow control

has also appeared in a multidisciplinary study from the

aeronautical industry [10]. Most researchers resort to un-

steady excitation of the flow, as this was found to be more

efficient than, e.g., steady blowing [11]. Our flow control

system relies on fluid amplifier components, which were

first studied at the Harry Diamond Laboratories in the

early 1960s [12] and have resurfaced in the form of flow

control actuators in recent years, as their robustness and

aW.E. Somerville described a “Flying-machine” with wings of which

“... the extreme end [is] curved upward.”
bCf. FAR Part 25

simplicity make them a candidate technology for transfer

into industry applications. A review of different types of

fluid amplifiers and their application for flow control is

given in [13]. Impressive results were obtained using this

actuator type, e.g., in experiments to improve the rudder

effectiveness of a full-scale vertical tail plane [14,15] and

in studies to reduce the drag on an axis-symmetric bluff-

body model [16].

In this paper, we study the effect of the spanwise distri-

bution of the actuation and investigate the effect of the

momentum coefficient and jet velocity ratio on the aero-

dynamic performance of the outer wing model. Localized

changes in the model’s wake flow field are analyzed using

five-hole probe data gathered downstream of the model,

and the net benefit of controlling the flow is quantified in

terms of the first aerodynamic figure of merit. We show

that with a suitable combination of control parameters, we

can reduce the drag at the maximum angle of attack by

37% compared to the baseflow value while increasing the

maximum lift by more than 10%.

II. Experimental setup
This section describes the wind tunnel model, including

the fluidic actuator system, and specifies the experimental

uncertainty.

A. Wind tunnel model and instrumentation

The experiments were conducted on the model of an outer

wing section representative of a modern civil aircraft (see

fig. 1), similar to the one used in [17]. The inner part of

the model (y/b < 0.37) is equipped with a leading edge

slat and an aileron deflected to the take-off configuration.

Adjacent to this, a highly three-dimensional wing tip de-

vice optimized for cruise flight is mounted. This part of

the wing model is not protected by a slat. The model mea-

sures approximately 1400 mm from wind tunnel floor to

wing tip. A peniche (164 mm in height) and a splitter

plate, which are employed to reduce the effect of the wind

tunnel floor boundary layer and which are not connected

to the balance system, reduce the effective span b of the

model to 1250 mm. The test campaign was conducted in

the atmospheric large low-speed wind tunnel facility of

DNW-NWBc (German-Dutch Wind Tunnels, Low-Speed

Wind Tunnel, Braunschweig) in a 3.25 m × 2.8 m × 8.0

m closed test section. The investigations were performed

at a typical take-off Mach number of M = 0.2. The re-

sulting Reynolds number based on the model’s reference

chord length cre f of 490 mm is Re ≈ 2 × 106. The forces

and moments acting on the model were measured using a

six-component balance system mounted beneath the wind

tunnel floor. Rotating the balance with the model made

it possible to vary the incidence angle. Static pressure

data were acquired in six chordwise and three spanwise

cData available online at http://www.dnw.aero/Wind-

tunnels/NWB.aspx , [retrieved 2014]
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sections totaling more than 150 pressure taps. Tufts in

combination with high-resolution cameras were used to

monitor the surface flow on the suction side of the model

wing. The topology of the model wake was measured with

a traversable five-hole probe rake positioned at a constant

x position downstream of the swept model, which results

in a locally variable downstream distance from the trail-

ing edge between 0.5cre f and 1.5cre f . The rake consists of

18 equidistant probes. The flow field investigated spans

0.15 < y/b < 0.85 in the y direction and is Δz/b = 0.4
wide. The spatial resolution of the datapoints is 15 mm in

both directions.

Figure 1. Sketch of wind tunnel model analogous to [17]

B. Active flow control system

The flow control system (see fig. 2) is located between

y/b = 40% and y/b = 75% of the model’s span. Its de-

sign is based on experience from numerical and experi-

mental studies on a similar geometry [17, 18]. A total of

28 rectangular slots are integrated parallel to the leading

edge at x/cre f ≈ 5% on the suction-side surface. Each slot

measures 12.4 mm in the spanwise direction and 0.88 mm

in the chordwise direction. The gap between two neigh-

boring outlets is approximately 3.1 mm. Through those

slots, compressed air is ejected periodically. The air jets

are tilted by 30◦ relative to the model’s surface. The out-

lets are grouped in three segments with a design-related

spacing of 15 mm between them.

The pulsed air jets required for the flow control approach

pursued in this paper are generated using fluidic elements

based on the principle of fluid amplification. Those de-

vices make it possible to switch the primary jet between

two stable states by applying a much weaker (in terms of

lower momentum and mass flow rate) control jet. The

flow control system employed here follows the two-stage

approach presented in [9] and consists of a fluidic oscil-

lator acting as the driving stage and an array of five (seg-

ments S1 and S2) or four (segment S3) fluidic diverter el-

ements acting as the outlet stage. Within the driving stage,

Figure 2. Sketch of the AFC system

a feedback mechanism causes the flow to switch periodi-

cally between two branches when fluid passes through it.

Each branch has outlets connected to the second stages’

control ports, providing this stage with the required con-

trol signal. In turn, this pneumatic control signal switches

the flow in the second stage between the two correspond-

ing outlets of one diverter element. This results in a pulsed

jet flow in which neighboring air jets have a phase shift of

180◦. As switching between the outlets of one diverter

is induced by the mass flow that propagates through the

branches of the control stages, there is a phase lag in switch-

ing between two neighboring actuator elements in one

segment. The air pressure supply for each segment’s first

and second stages is controlled independently by a pres-

sure regulator valve, allowing different forcing amplitudes

across the segments and fine-tuning of the actuation fre-

quency. Mass flow meters based on the thermoelectrical

principle are used to measure the flow rate of the ejected

air for each actuator array. The frequency of actuation was

determined using Kulite pressure transducers installed in

the AFC system’s driving stages during the experiments.

The system performance was evaluated before the wind

tunnel testing to ensure a sufficiently homogeneous jet

velocity distribution along the span. For that purpose,

the total pressure along the centerline of each outlet was

measured with a Pitot tube connected to a Kulite pressure

transducer. The peak total pressure measured at the indi-

vidual outlets lies within ±2% of the average peak value

recorded across all outlets. To illustrate the switching

quality of the actuators, the time history of the total pres-

sure data recorded at the center of one outlet of segment

S1 is provided in fig. 3, demonstrating fully modulated

operation. As this flow control system incorporates no

moving or electrical components, the switching frequency
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Figure 3. Time history of total pressure data for one outlet of seg-
ment S1

depends only on the mass flow rates through the driving

and outlet stages and the ratio thereof. An example of a

map of this correlation is shown in fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Frequency map for segment S1

All the quoted momentum coefficients are calculated us-

ing cμ =
ṁ·u jet,RMS

q∞·Are f
, where u jet,RMS is the RMS value of

the peak jet velocity. Assuming a uniform velocity profile

(plug flow) across the outlet and the form of a square wave

signal in time, u jet,RMS can be approximated by u jet,RMS =
1

2
√

DC
u jet,peak. The duty cycle (DC) describes the frac-

tion of time one outlet is active during one switching cy-

cle. It is fixed at 50% (DC = 0.5) in our studies. The

peak jet velocity u jet,peak is calculated from the measured

mass flow rate (ṁ), the area of the active actuator outlets

(AAFC), and the density of the fluid at the outlets (ρ jet), us-

ing u jet,peak =
ṁ

ρ jet AAFC
. The jet densities for different mass

flow rates were established in bench-top experiments. A

more detailed description of the cμ calculation is found

in [17]. When multiple segments were active, the cμ value

quoted is the sum of the values for each active segment.

C. Experimental uncertainty

The uncertainty in measuring forces with the balance sys-

tem is 0.3% of each of the full scale spans, which are 2000

N for the drag and 8100 N for the lift. This translates to

an uncertainty of less than ΔCL ± 0.007 in the lift coeffi-

cient and of less than ΔCD ± 0.002 in the drag coefficient.

The maximum expected error in measuring the pressure

is 0.1% of the full span ranges of the pressure transduc-

ers, which are 5 psi and 15 psi for static pressure on the

model and 5 psi for the five-hole probe wake rake. The re-

sults presented are corrected for wind tunnel effects using

the method described in [19]. The momentum coefficient

is calculated from the mass flow rate through the outlet

slots measured in situ during the experiments and the jet

density at the outlets, which was determined in bench-top

experiments. The deviation of the quoted momentum co-

efficients from the exact values is determined by the sim-

plifying assumptions regarding the velocity profile in time

and space and the measurement error in the mass flow

rate and density. This (absolute) uncertainty is difficult to

quantify. However, as the uncertainty in the density and

velocity profiles produces a systematic error, the relative

uncertainty between the various cμ values quoted is deter-

mined only by the uncertainty in measuring the mass flow

rate, which is specified as ±1% of the sensors’ full scale

range. This translates to an uncertainty in cμ of approxi-

mately ±0.01%.

III. Results
The major findings of our wind tunnel experiments are

presented in this section. We describe the topology and

separation behavior of the baseflow and discuss the ef-

fects of flow control on the aerodynamic performance of

the model wing. All the aerodynamic coefficients are nor-

malized by their respective baseflow values, cD,min,base,

cL,max,base, and (cL/cD)max,base.

A. Baseflow

Because the model wing is three-dimensional, the base-

flow topology is highly complex and dominated by a strong

outboard-directed cross-flow component over a wide range

of incidence angles. Separation occurs locally at different

angles of attack until the slat edge vortex has grown strong

enough to induce flow separation in its vicinity, resulting

in an almost instantaneous separation of the remaining at-

tached flow on the slatless wing section. In this section,

the separation process is described in terms of global force

measurements, surface pressure data, and surface tuft flow

visualization, in order to revisit these findings later in the

light of our flow control attempts.

Fig. 5 shows the lift and drag coefficients for the un-

controlled flow against the angle of attack. The lift in-

creases linearly with increasing incidence angle up to the

maximum angle of attack region, where the onset of sep-

aration reduces the slope of the lift curve and results in

increased drag. For selected angles of attack (marked in

fig. 5), the pressure coefficient curves in the spanwise di-

rection are shown in fig. 6. The static pressure taps for

which the data are plotted are located at the leading edge

at x/c = 0%, which is near the suction peak for the in-

cidence angles shown. The data are normalized with re-
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Figure 5. Lift and drag coefficients vs. angle of attack
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Figure 6. Pressure coefficient curve in spanwise direction for vari-
ous incidence angles

spect to the magnitude of the lowest recorded cp value.

From these data, it is apparent that flow separation pro-

gresses from wing tip to wing root with increasing inci-

dence. At a sufficiently low angle of attack (α1), a suction

peak manifests along the entire span, indicating attached

flow. For increasing incidence (α1 → α4), the magnitude

of the cp values increases continuously in the portion of

the span where there is attached flow. The static pressure

on the surface is lowest downstream of the slat edge at

y/b ≈ 0.45. Concurrently, the fraction of the span where

the flow separates at the leading edge and no suction peak

is formed progresses inward, from y/b ≈ 0.9 for α1 to

y/b ≈ 0.7 for α4. A further increase in the incidence angle

(α5) results in an abrupt separation on the entire unslatted

(unprotected) section of the model wing, which causes a

drop in cp at all the stations plotted. This is confirmed

in the tuft flow visualization presented in fig. 7, which

shows the outer part of the wing model from y/b = 0.66

to y/b = 1. For low incidence (α1), the tufts indicate

attached flow with a significant cross-flow component di-

rected toward the wing tip. Increasing the angle of attack

to α2 results in an even more prominent cross-flow com-

ponent, a higher unsteadiness of the tufts in the aft region

Figure 7. Progression of separation on the outboard section

of the model, and the onset of separation on the wing tip,

as indicated by the orientation of the tufts. At α3, the flow

on the part of the model shown in the figure is mostly

separated, and the tufts show highly erratic motion and

reversed orientation. At this angle of attack (α3), which is

just beyond αmax, the lift force begins to decrease with in-

creasing incidence, but the flow in the region downstream

of the slat edge is still attached. There, separation is trig-

gered by the increasing strength of the slat-edge longitudi-

nal vortex, which induces a velocity component directed

away from the surface. This mode of separation is rele-

vant, as it is the mechanism that limits the effectiveness of

our flow control attempt presented below. Therefore, it is

documented in fig. 8, which shows a sequence of consec-

utive frames (recorded at 50 Hz, Δt = 20 ms) from the tuft

flow visualization video for increasing incidence from α4

to α5. The first frame (t0) shows attached flow trailing the

slat edge. One timestep later (t0 + 20 ms), the tufts begin

to detach from the surface in the area of upwash induced

by the slat-edge vortex. At t0 + 40 ms, the separation has

progressed further inboard, and at t0 + 60 ms, the flow

trailing the slat edge is completely separated.

B. Controlled flow

The results for the controlled flow are presented in this

section. The performance of AFC will be quantified in
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Figure 8. Progression of separation on the inboard section

terms of the gain in the maximum lift, reduction in drag

compared to the baseflow at α(CL,max,AFC), and offset of

the stall angle. A deeper understanding of the changes in

the flowfield is gained by analyzing wake measurements

conducted with a traversable five-hole probe rake. Fi-

nally, the efficiency of this AFC approach is evaluated in

terms of the first aerodynamic figure of merit. In addi-

tion to the momentum coefficient, the jet velocity ratios

VR = u jet,peak/u∞ are quoted in the figure legend in or-

der from inboard (S1) to outboard (S3), i.e., (VRS 1, VRS 2,

VRS 3). Although previous experiments on a similar ge-

ometry have shown no significant impact of the actuation

frequency on the control results, an attempt was made to

keep the forcing frequency constant across the actuation

amplitude range tested. The frequency band for segments

S1 and S2 ranges from F+min = 2.06 (295 Hz) for VR = 2.0
to F+max = 2.2 (315 Hz) for VR = 4.5. Geometric con-

straints required a shorter feedback structure on segment

S3, resulting in a higher frequency band, which ranges

from F+min = 2.66 (380 Hz) for VR = 2.0 to F+max = 2.85

(407 Hz) for VR = 4.8.

1. Global Effects of Flow Control

In previous experiments on a similar geometry, we ob-

served that the flow control effectiveness was sensitive to

the distribution of actuation along the span. Therefore,

the effect of different combinations of segment-wise actu-

ation was evaluated for a constant overall forcing ampli-

tude of cμ ≈ 0.6%. The resulting drag and lift coefficient

curves are presented in figs. 9 and 10, respectively. All

the combinations tested improved the stall behavior of the

model wing. Although the extent of the improvement dif-

fers, the underlying trends are similar. At a sufficiently

low incidence (e.g., αmax - 4◦), the effect of flow control
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Figure 9. Drag coefficient for forcing with cμ ≈ 0.6%
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Figure 10. Lift coefficient for forcing with cμ ≈ 0.6%

on the drag coefficient is negligibly small. In the inci-

dence range between αmax,base-3◦ and the corresponding

αmax,AFC , the (ideally) parabolic shape of the drag coef-

ficient curve is maintained as a result of forcing. This

can be attributed to the reduction in the cross flow on the

model and the prevention of separation on the outboard

half of the wing. In contrast to the drag, the lift is af-

fected by flow control over the entire range of angles of

attack tested. In the linear range of the lift curve, the lift

coefficient is offset by a constant ΔCL depending on the

momentum coefficient, but not on the distribution of the

actuation along the span. Once stall occurs, the resulting

drag rise and lift drop are more abrupt than those for the

baseflow. Here, the exception is actuation with segments

S1 and S2 combined, for which separation on the model
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occurs in two distinct steps. For this combination, the flow

on the winglet separates, but the flow stays attached in the

region trailing the slat edge for an additional Δα = 0.4◦.
This results in an intermediate step in the drag coefficient

curve and milder stall behavior.

The difference in effectiveness for the segment combina-

tions tested becomes apparent when the stall angle (αmax,AFC),

maximum lift (CL,max,AFC), and drag coefficient value (CD)

at each αmax,AFC are considered. According to those indi-

cators, actuation with segments S1 and S3 yields the high-

est benefit. For a momentum coefficient of cμ = 0.6%,

forcing with these two segments offsets stall by 2.4◦ and

increases the maximum lift coefficient by more than 10%.

The drag coefficient at αmax,AFC,S 1&S 3 is reduced by 37%

with respect to the baseflow value.

The aerodynamic efficiency of a wing is given by the
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Figure 11. Aerodynamic efficiency vs. lift coefficient for forcing with
cμ ≈ 0.6%

ratio of CL over CD, which is plotted versus the lift co-

efficient in fig. 11 for the segment variation considered

above. Again, with respect to this quantity, the combina-

tion of segments S1 and S3 produces the best results. The

effect of flow control is positive over the entire incidence

range. At the original (baseflow) CL,max,base, the aerody-

namic efficiency is increased by 30%, whereas for main-

taining the original aerodynamic efficiency, a lift increase

of 9.5% is achievable. Actuation with all other combi-

nations of segments is beneficial as well, but to a lesser

extent.

For actuation using the most effective segment combi-

nation, segments S1 and S3, the drag and lift coefficient

curves for different forcing amplitudes are presented in

figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Increasing the forcing ampli-

tude successively improves the aerodynamic performance

of the model wing, and no saturation is observed within

the available range of momentum coefficients. The high-

est forcing amplitude of cμ = 0.59% is produced at a jet
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Figure 12. Drag coefficient for forcing with segments 1 and 3 for
various cμ
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Figure 13. Lift coefficient for forcing with segments 1 and 3 for var-
ious cμ

velocity ratio of approximately 4.7, which implies an al-

most sonic peak jet exit velocity (Majet,peak ≈ 0.95). Be-

tween the lowest (cμ = 0.11%) and highest (cμ = 0.59%)

forcing amplitudes tested, the resulting offset in stall angle

ranges from 1.5◦ < Δαmax,AFC < 2.4◦, and the maximum

lift increases in the range of 5% < ΔCL,max,AFC < 10.4%.

The drag reduction at αmax,AFC varies only slightly within

the band of forcing amplitudes tested, showing an im-

provement of approximately 37% compared to the uncon-

trolled baseflow. An overview of the flow control perfor-

mance as a function of the momentum coefficient and jet

velocity ratio for different combinations of segments is

provided in figs. 14–17. Note that only one data point is

available for the combination of segments S2 and S3. The
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offset in the stall angle is presented in fig. 14 as a function

of the momentum coefficient. With respect to the stall
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Figure 14. Stall angle offset for different momentum coefficients and
segment combinations
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Figure 15. Stall angle offset for different velocity ratios and segment
combinations

angle, it is noteworthy that forcing with only segment S1

significantly shifts the onset of stall to higher incidences at

relatively low momentum coefficients, offsetting stall by

up to ≈ 2.2◦ at a momentum coefficient of cμ = 0.34%. In

comparison, actuation with segments S1 and S3 can pro-

duce a higher maximum shift in αmax (additional Δαmax

of 0.25◦), but this combination requires almost twice the

investment in terms of the momentum coefficient to pro-

duce an identical offset in the stall angle. All other com-

binations of segments increase the stall angle by less than

2◦. Plotting Δαmax,AFC versus the jet velocity ratio (see

fig. 15) appears much better suited to collapse the curves

shown, indicating that, with respect to the increase in the

stall angle, this ratio is the dominant AFC parameter com-

pared to the total momentum or mass addition. For ve-

locity ratios smaller than 4, the curves for the segment

combinations (S1), (S1,S2), and (S1,S3) lie within a band

of Δαmax,AFC ± 0.1◦ from the average value. The results

for forcing with all three segments (S1,S2,S3) lie below

this band as a result of the different (two-step) stall be-

havior described above. For velocity ratios larger than 4,

the curves diverge, as forcing combinations that include

segment S2 do not lead to additional benefit in terms of a

further increase in jet exit velocity. The lift gain as a func-

tion of cμ is presented in fig. 16. Here, an almost linear in-

crease in the lift gain is observed with increasing momen-

tum coefficient. The slope (d(ΔCL,max)/dcμ) of the curves

cμ [%]
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Figure 16. Maximum lift increase for different momentum coeffi-
cients and segment combinations

associated with forcing with segment S1 only and with

segments S1 and S3 combined is steeper than that for any

segment combination that includes forcing with segment

S2. The inefficiency of including segment S2 in the con-

trol attempt becomes apparent when actuation with seg-

ments S1 and S3 is compared to actuation with all three

segments. While the maximum increase in CL,max,AFC is

marginally higher when all three segments are operated

(ΔCL,max,S 1&S 2&S 3 = 11% vs. ΔCL,max,S 1&S 3 = 10.4%), the

required momentum input in terms of momentum coeffi-

cient to achieve a similar lift gain is approximately 40%

higher than for actuation with segments S1 and S3 only.

Although the offsets in the stall angle and lift gain exhibit

a distinct dependence on the momentum coefficient, this

is not observed in the reduction of the drag at αmax,AFC

relative to the respective baseflow values, as shown in fig.

17. Here, the percentage by which the drag coefficient is

cμ [%]
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Figure 17. Drag reduction at αmax,AFC for different momentum co-
efficients and segment combinations

reduced is approximately constant across the range of mo-

mentum coefficients tested and depends only on the com-

bination of segments operated. The highest drag reduction

is realized using the combination of segments S1 and S3

or segments S1, S2, and S3, which decreases the drag co-

efficient by approximately 37%. Operation of segments

S2 and S3 yields the least benefit, resulting in a drag de-

crease of less than 23%.

To conclude this section on the global effects of flow con-

trol, we attempt to explain the counterintuitive observa-

tion that the addition of local forcing (namely with seg-
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ment S2) deteriorates the effectiveness of AFC for other-

wise identical forcing parameters. For this purpose, the

pressure coefficient distribution along the span (constant

x/c = 0%) is displayed in fig. 18 for two different com-

binations of segments: inner and outer segments (S1,S3;

cμ = 0.59%) and all three segments (S1,S2,S3; cμ = 0.79%),

with all segments operated at a velocity ratio of u jet,peak/u∞ ≈
4.5. The incidence angles shown correspond to αmax,AFC,S 1&S 2&S

(which is 1.7◦ beyond αmax,base) and an additional incre-

ment of +0.2◦. Near the active segment S2 (as marked in
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o
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Figure 18. Effect of segment S2 on the normalized pressure coeffi-
cient distribution

the figure), we find that the suction peak is 6% larger than

when S2 is inactive. This favorably affects the lift coeffi-

cient at lower angles of attack. However, the reduced pres-

sure in this region causes increased aerodynamic loading

on the model wing in this area, making it more prone to

separation. Additionally, this low pressure region causes

the jets emanating from the outboard segment S3 to be at-

tracted into this region, directing their effect away from

the wing tip, where, in consequence, separation occurs

earlier. This observation is confirmed in tuft flow visual-

ization (not shown here).

2. Effect of AFC on Model Wake Flow

A traversable five-hole probe rake was used to quantify

the effect of flow control on the wake flow of the outer

wing model to gain insight into how the changes are spa-

tially distributed in the flow field. The flow conditions for

two incidence angles (marked in fig. 12) are evaluated.

The plots show the Mach number (normalized by the in-

cidence Mach number) measured in the plane of the rake

together with the vectors for the velocity components in

the y and z directions observed from a downstream posi-

tion looking upstream.

First, the data for an angle of attack of (αmax,base + 0.7◦)
are presented, at which a significant drag reduction of

more than 20% is noted, although the baseline flow is not

fully separated yet. The results for the uncontrolled flow

are shown in fig 19. Here, the most prominent feature is

the large vortical structure formed at the wing tip by flow

separation. It manifests as a region of low velocity, highly

rotational flow motion in the wake field, and low static

pressure (not shown here) at its center. Flow control can
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Figure 19. Wake flow at αmax,base + 0.7◦ for the baseflow
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Figure 20. Wake flow at αmax,base + 0.7◦ for the controlled flow

completely suppress the separation on the wing tip, as is

apparent from fig. 20. The velocity losses associated with

the onset of trailing edge separation on the entire span

are reduced, and the slat edge vortex (at y/b ≈ 0.35) is

more defined in the case of controlled flow. Note that the

magnitude of the cross-flow component directed outward

(positive y direction) is also reduced when forcing is ap-

plied. A second set of data is presented for an incidence

close to the maximum angle of attack of the controlled

flow (αmax,AFC,S 1&S 3 ≈ αmax,base + 2.3◦). For the base-

flow (see fig. 21), a massive separation is observed down-

stream of the model where no slat is installed, accompa-

nied by extensive velocity losses (down to 30% of the inci-

dence velocity). The downwash normally produced by the

lifting surface is replaced in parts by upwash, reflecting

the shedding of vortices at the leading and trailing edges

of the wing model.

In comparison, the wake flow measurements for the

controlled flow, shown in fig. 22, illustrate the ability of

AFC to stabilize the flow on the wing and to suppress

separation completely. The large region of high veloc-

ity losses is reduced to the size commonly found down-

stream of the trailing edge of a wing. Now, the high-

est magnitude of the velocity deficit is found in the cen-

ter of the slat edge vortex and its associated secondary
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Figure 21. Wake flow at αmax,base + 2.3◦ for the baseflow
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Figure 22. Wake flow at αmax,base + 2.3◦ for the controlled flow

vortex (at y/b ≈ 0.35%), and downstream of the loca-

tion of the (inactive) segment S2. It is noteworthy that

the (controlled) flow structure at this high angle of attack

closely resembles that shown at lower incidence angles—

differing mainly in the size of the slat-edge-induced ve-

locity deficit—although the wing is very close to stall.

3. Consideration of Flow Control Efficiency

To conclude the analysis of the effect of flow control on

the aerodynamic performance, we focus on the efficiency
of our flow control approach. To quantify this, we em-

ploy the first aerodynamic figure of merit, as introduced

by Seifert [20]. It is defined as

AFM1 =

u∞L
(u∞D + PAFC)

(L/D)baseline
. (1)

L and D are the integral (balance-measured) values of the

lift and drag, respectively, and PAFC refers to the actu-

ator power consumption. The ratio in the denominator

with subscript baseline is the value for the uncontrolled

flow. The jet power Pjet of the AFC system is calculated,

under the same assumptions as those for the calculation

of the momentum coefficient, from the peak jet velocity

and measured mass flow rate. This value is modified by

a loss factor ξAFC that describes the actuator internal en-

ergy conversion efficiency to yield the flow control system

power consumption PAFC = Pjet/ξAFC . To portray the ef-

ficiency of a more realistic actuator system, the value for

the loss factor is estimated to be ξAFC = 0.5, which is

considered to be a conservative assumption based on pre-

vious work with this type of actuator system as reported

in, e.g., [21]. The actual energy supplied to the model

AFC system was not recorded, as this value would not

be representative owing to the design compromises nec-

essary to fit the actuators into the model at wind tunnel

scaled. The AFM1 value for different segment combina-
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Figure 23. First aerodynamic figure of merit for a constant jet ve-
locity ratio

tions is plotted in fig. 23 for a constant jet velocity ratio of

u jet/u∞ ≈ 4.4 and in fig. 24 for a constant total momen-

tum coefficient of cμ ≈ 0.34%. AFM1 values larger than

unity reflect efficient use of the energy supplied. Three

distinct regimes can be identified. For low drag coefficient

values, which correspond to low angles of attack, the flow

is attached naturally to the wing, and the lift increase pro-

duced at those incidences does not warrant the efficient

use of flow control, as indicated by AFM1 values smaller

than unity. At incidence angles where the flow is kept

attached only because of flow control, all the combina-

tions of segments tested produce AFM1 values larger than

unity. The peak values, however, depend largely on the

combination of segments chosen. For a similar momen-

tum coefficient and jet velocity ratio, forcing with seg-

ments S2 and S3 combined yields AFM1 ≈ 1.3, whereas

the combination of segments S1 and S3 combined pro-

duces AFM1 ≈ 1.95. A comparison of the curves for

the combination of S1 and S3 in figs. 23 and 24 shows

that lowering the forcing amplitude to a certain degree in-

dNote that for the data shown, an energy conversion efficiency of

approximately 3% would still produce AFM1 values greater than unity.
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creases the AFM1 value [AFM1(cμ = 0.59%) ≈ 1.95 ⇒
AFM1(cμ = 0.35%) ≈ 2.05], indicating a more efficient

use of energy, but the effectiveness is reduced. Once the

flow separates from the wing, despite the attempt at flow

control, the AFM1 values drop to approximately unity.

IV. Conclusion
AFC by means of pulsed air jet blowing was applied to a

realistic outer wing model to counter performance degra-

dation at high angles of attack. The experiments were

conducted at the nominal take-off incidence Mach num-

ber of M = 0.2. Although all the forcing parameter vari-

ations tested improve the aerodynamic performance, the

results reveal that the control effect is highly sensitive to

the local distribution of momentum and mass introduc-

tion. The most effective set of forcing parameters, ac-

tuation with segments S1 and S3 combined using a mo-

mentum coefficient of cμ = 0.59%, offsets the stall angle

by 2.4◦, increases the maximum lift by 10.5%, and de-

creases the drag at αmax,AFC by 37%. The application of

flow control was found to change the stall behavior of the

model wing. As the baseflow separates gradually from

the wing, with separation progressing from outboard to

inboard with increasing incidence, stall occurs abruptly

on the entire model under controlled flow. The actuation

efficiency, measured in terms of the first aerodynamic fig-

ure of merit, improves significantly if the actuation effort

is distributed advantageously along the span.
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3 Methodology and discussion of
results

This chapter will provide an overview of the methodology used for the research
work completed and will summarize and discuss the results from the individual
publications presented in chapter 2 in a comprehensive manner.

3.1 Summary of methodology

This section summarizes the methodology employed, detailing the actuation con-
cept, the experimental setup including wind tunnel models and research facilities,
and the measurement techniques applied. In addition, the effect of AFC on the
flow will be contrasted to the underlying physical mechanisms of conventional
multi-element high-lift systems with a focus on the effect of a slat.

Actuation concept

For the results presented in this dissertation, the employed concept of actuation
bases on the induction of vortical structures by means of pulsed air jet blowing
from rectangular slots with an inclination angle of approximately 30◦ relative to
the local model surface. The concept aims at enhancing the mixing rate of low-
and high-momentum fluid across the near wall flow field. The mediate effect is
an increased ability of the flow to withstand stronger adverse pressure gradients
without separating from the aerodynamic body.
The pulsed air jets required for that concept were generated using fluidic ac-

tuators. A single element of such a fluidic actuator is shown in fig. 3.1. Those
devices require a pneumatic driving signal to induce periodic operation, which
was supplied either by mechanical valves or by fluidic oscillators. The valve driven
actuator system allows to test a broader parameter range, as actuation frequency
is completely decoupled from actuation amplitude. The oscillator driven system,
constituting a two-stage fluidic actuator concept without any moving or electrical



3 Methodology and discussion of results

Figure 3.1: Sketch and nomenclature
of a single element fluidic diverter as em-
ployed throughout the work reported

components, is considered a more industry-near design as it is more robust. Both
systems are portrayed in fig. 3.2.
Fluidic actuators were selected for the work reported here, because they offer

advantages over alternative actuator concepts (see sec. 1.3). The most important
one is their ability to provide high actuation amplitudes with respect to both,
peak jet velocity and allowable mass flow rates, while allowing for a compact

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Comparison of the two AFC system layouts: a) valve driven; b)
oscillator driven
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3.1 Summary of methodology

design. This is especially relevant in the context of leading edge flow control,
as the distance from the location of actuation to the element’s trailing edge is
usually much larger than for actuation on e.g. the trailing edge flap, therefore
requiring higher control authority. In addition, fluidic actuators can be scaled
easily, which favored their transfer between the different models employed.
Prior to entering into the individual wind tunnel test campaigns, the respective
actuator system was qualified in bench-top experiments in still air. Those tests
served to verify the spanwise homogeneity of actuation amplitude (i.e. that the
peak jet velocity of individual actuator deviates less than 5% from the averaged
peak jet velocity across the span) and that the modulation Mod of the air jets
(as defined in eqn. 3.1) satisfies Mod > 95%.

Mod =
ujet,max − ujet,min

ujet,max

(3.1)

Where ujet,max and ujet,min being the maximum and minimum values of the mea-
sured jet velocity at the outlets.
In addition, those experiments served to establish the fluid density of the air jets
at the outlets, required for calculating, e.g., the momentum coefficients cμ quoted
in [Bauer2014b,Bauer2015a].

Wind tunnel models and instrumentation

The experiments were conducted on three different wind tunnel models. Those
are a generic 2D two-element model (F15) in [Bauer2014a], a complex 3D outer
wing model (OWM1) in [Bauer2014b], and a similar outer wing model with
increased fidelity (OWM2) in [Bauer2015a]. In all experiments, the flow control
system was integrated at the leading edge of the respective model, in the region
of re-compression just downstream of the suction peak. Fig. 3.3 depicts the 2D
model and the high-fidelity outer wing model during the test campaign.
The results presented in [Bauer2014a] were obtained in experiments conducted
on a wind tunnel model of the 2D DLR-F15 high-lift airfoil in a two-element

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Wind tunnel models: a) F15 model; b) OWM2 model
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set-up. This airfoil is a section of a three-element generic civil airliner wing. The
slat was retracted into the main element. The flap was deployed to an AFC
reference setting with a flap defection angle of δf = 45◦ (with gap = 15.9mm
and overlap = 3.3mm). The chord of the model in clean configuration is cref =
600mm and its span measures 1660mm. The airfoil was mounted between two
circular endplates to prevent pressure equalization between the upper and lower
surface. Testing was conducted at a chord Reynolds number of Rec ≈ 1 · 106
and a Mach number of Ma = 0.08. Tripping was applied to ensure a turbulent
state of the boundary layer. Therefore a 40μm high and 1mm wide tape was
applied to the main element at x/c=0%, x/c=2% on the pressure side surface,
and x/c=1% on the suction side surface. The aerodynamic coefficients presented
in this publication were calculated from integral force measurements obtained
using a six-component strain gage balance. Additionally, static surface pressure
was measured at the midspan of the model at 32 stations on the main element
and at 16 stations on the flap. Detailed flow field information was gathered via
stereoscopic time-resolved (TR) particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements
at midspan for individual angles of attack and actuation parameter combinations
at the main element’s leading and trailing edge.
The model under investigation for the results presented in [Bauer2014b] is much
more complex. Its shape is highly three-dimensional, it is finite, tapered, and
swept back at an angle of 35◦. It consists of three distinct sections with different
aerodynamic behavior. The inner section is equipped with a slat which is de-
ployed to a take-off setting with a sealed slat gap. At this section’s trailing edge
the model’s contour is kinked to mimic an aileron deflected to a fixed angle. The
middle part of the model is not equipped with a slat and is prone to leading edge
separation at high incidence angles. The flow control system is installed here.
Adjacent to that a winglet forms the third section of the model. The span of this
model measures 1040mm. Its reference chord length cref is 443mm. The experi-
ments were conducted at a reference chord Reynolds number of Rec = 1.05 ·106
and a Mach number of Ma ≈ 0.13. Tripping was applied at two locations using
strips of tape (40μm high, 1mm wide), attached at x/c = 0.1% and x/c = 0.5%
on the pressure side surface of the model. Again, a six-component wind tunnel
balance located beneath the wind tunnel floor was employed to measure global
forces and moments acting on the model and the aerodynamic coefficients were
calculated from that data. The model was equipped with 48 static pressure taps
in two rows (at y/b = 42% and y/b = 55%) oriented in streamwise direction.
The inner row comprised 30 stations on the suction and pressure surface, the
outer row comprised 18 stations on the suction side surface only. In addition, oil
and tuft flow visualizations were considered to study the surface flow field.
The model researched in the remaining publication [Bauer2015b] is geometrically
similar to the one reported in [Bauer2014b], but its fidelity is further increased.
Main differences are the more realistic wing shape, the integration of an actual
aileron, and the addition of a splitter plate and a peniche to reduce wind tunnel
boundary layer effects on the results. This model measures approximately 1400
mm from wind tunnel floor to wing tip. The peniche (164 mm in height) and
the splitter plate reduce the effective span b of the model to 1250 mm. The
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most relevant change with respect to previous experiments is the increase of the
Mach number to a typical take-off Mach number of Ma = 0.2. The resulting
Reynolds number based on the model’s reference chord length cref of 490 mm is
Rec ≈ 2 ·106. No boundary layer tripping was deemed necessary for those exper-
iments. The measurement techniques employed for this test campaign comprised
integral forces and moments measurements using a six-component balance sys-
tem, static pressure data acquisition at six chordwise and three spanwise sections
totaling more than 150 pressure taps, and tufts flow visualization in combination
with high-resolution cameras. In addition, the topology of the model wake was
measured with a traversable five-hole probe rake positioned at a constant posi-
tion in flow direction downstream of the swept model, which resulted in a locally
variable downstream distance from the trailing edge between 0.5cref and 1.5cref .
The information above is summarized in table 3.1.

model name

F15 OWM1 OWM2

used for Bauer2014a Bauer2014b Bauer2015a

driver type
valve &
oscillator

valve oscillator

geometry 2D 3D 3D

Aref 0.99m2 0.47m2 0.58m2

cref 0.6m 0.44m 0.49m

span 1.66m 1.04m 1.25m

Ma 0.08 0.13 0.2

Re 1.0 · 106 1.05 · 106 2.0 · 106

types of
measurement

force, pressure,
TR-PIV

force, pressure,
surface flow
visualization

force, pressure,
surface flow
visualization,
wake flow

Table 3.1: Summary of experiment parameters and types of measurements
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Test facilities

The experiments presented in the publications were conducted in two different
test facilities: the GroWiKa wind tunnel facility at TU Berlin see fig. 3.4(a) 1 and
the DNW-NWB wind tunnel facility at Brunswick see fig. 3.4(b) 2. Both facili-
ties are closed circuit wind tunnels, but differ in size and operating range. Some
specifications for the facilities are summarized in table 3.2. For the pre-studies

facility GroWiKa DNW-NWB

used for
Bauer2014a,
Bauer2014b

Bauer2015a

test section 1.44m x 2m x 10m 3.25m x 2.8m x 8.0m

operating range
0m/s <V <50m/s
0 <Ma <0.15

0m/s <V <90m/s
0 <Ma <0.27

Table 3.2: Technical specifications of the wind tunnel facilities.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Wind tunnels: a) GroWiKa facility at TU Berlin; b) DNW-NWB
facility at Braunschweig

conducted in the GroWiKa facility, the ratio of model reference area Aref and

test section cross section Aw/t are
Aref,F15

Aw/t,GroWiKa
≈ 35% for the 2D model reported

in [Bauer2014a] and
Aref,OWM1

Aw/t,GroWiKa
≈ 17% for the outer wing model reported in

[Bauer2014b]. In comparison, the blockage in the final validation experiments of
[Bauer2015a] conducted in the DNW-NWB facility is much smaller due to the

larger wind tunnel cross section, resulting in a ratio of
Aref,OWM2

Aw/t,DNW−NWB
≈ 6%.

1http://fd.tu-berlin.de/en/facilities/wind-tunnels/growika/
2http://sata.tamu.edu/members/tunnels/DNW.html
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Effect of flow control

Closing this section on methodology an attempt is made to contrast the effect
of conventional high-lift systems to the effect obtained by active flow control as
employed across all publications presented here.
The physical principles on which multi-element high-lift systems rely are sum-
marized by Smith [1], who identifies five different effects:

• Slat Effect

• Circulation Effect

• Dumping Effect

• Off-the-Surface Pressure Recovery

• Fresh-Boundary-Layer Effect

Each of those effects, individually and in interaction with each other, acts favor-
ably on the surface pressure distribution on the wing to allow for higher circu-
lation (and therefore higher lift) without the occurrence of separation. However,
only the slat effect is discussed here as within this dissertation the removal of the
slat and its replacement with AFC is undoubtedly the most significant change in
the overall configuration.
Smith attributes the beneficial effect of the slat to the induction of a velocity
field and its favorable superposition on the velocity field of the trailing element.
In his analysis Smith simulates the slat effect by a point vortex located in front of

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Slat effect according to [1]: a) Influence of a point vortex on the
velocity field of a trailing element; b) Comparison of pressure co-
efficient distribution on the main element with and without a slat
installed
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the main element (see fig. 3.5(a)) and observes the resulting modification of the
velocity field around it. He finds the vortex induced velocities running counter
to those found in the nose region of the trailing element and concludes that the
superposition of both velocity fields would therefore reduce the pressure peak in
this region as illustrated in fig. 3.5(b). The influence of the vortex on the flow
field decreases with increasing distance from its origin, therefore the flow around
the trailing edge of the second element remains largely unaffected. The conse-
quence of a reduced suction peak and an unchanged trailing edge pressure is that
less re-compression must take place between those two locations, which leads to
a flow less prone to separation. In summary, the slat effectively reduces the need
for large positive pressure gradients dp

dx
in chordwise (x) direction to reach the

trailing edge pressure. In contrast, flow control as applied here enables the flow to
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of pressure coefficient distributions (left) and re-
compression rates for for the controlled and the uncontrolled flow
just before stall angle (right).

remain attached despite large positive pressure gradients. This is best illustrated
by results obtained on the 2D model reported in [Bauer2014a]. In fig. 3.6 the
pressure coefficient distributions corresponding to the angles of attack just before
separation occurs are shown for the controlled and uncontrolled flow respectively.
In addition, the explicit re-compression rate is provided for those two cases on
the right hand side of that figure. It is apparent from those results that the flow
is capable of sustaining much higher adverse pressure gradients when forcing is
applied. For both cases shown, the pressure coefficient at the most downstream
station (x/c ≈ 0.75%) has a similar value of about cp ≈ −1.4, but the suction
peak for the case of controlled flow is increased by almost 30% compared to the
highest recorded baseflow value. Consequently, the re-compression rate, which
is allowed for the controlled flow due to the application of forcing, more than
doubles locally (from Δcp

Δ(x/c)
= 95 to Δcp

Δ(x/c)
= 205) for the cases shown here.

This illustrates that although arriving at the same effect the underlying mecha-
nism is completely different.
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3.2 Summary of results

The results of all three individual papers prove the aerodynamic benefit of apply-
ing active flow control by means of periodic pulsed blowing to the leading edges
of different wing models. This section summarizes major findings of the different
contributions to further discuss them in the subsequent section.
The results of [Bauer2014a] showed that active flow control applied to a 2D two-
element wind tunnel model using a staged fluidic actuator system delays the
onset of stall by up to 4◦. This maximum offset was obtained with a momentum
coefficient of cμ = 3.27% and lead to an increase of maximum lift of ΔCL ≈ 0.26
(approximately 10% increase compared to the uncontrolled flow). The correlation
of lift increase and actuation intensity was found to be non-linear, with decreas-
ing dCL/dcμ for increasing cμ-values, but no saturation was observed within the
range of momentum coefficients tested. Although it was shown that in agree-
ment with literature (e.g. [22]) continuous blowing is less effective (and efficient)
than pulsed blowing, the flow control effectiveness is largely independent of the
specific time scale of the forcing. However, a marginal improvement of the actu-
ation effectiveness was identified for forcing with an F+-value of approximately
F+ ≈ 2. Using stereoscopic time-resolved PIV it was proven that the velocity
field above the surface at the leading and trailing edges changes its character-
istics completely when AFC is applied. Flow turning is increased significantly
and high momentum fluid is redirected to the surface-near region. Frequency
analysis of this data allows to conclude, that while the natural flow is dominated
by large-scale vortical structures in the separated region, vorticity is contained to
a flat layer close to the wing in the controlled case, with the dominant frequency
present being that of the pulsed air jets. This pre-study proved the feasibility of
the actuation system concept and the flow control approach.
Those results were then transfered to separation control experiments, reported
in [Bauer2014b], which were conducted on a highly three-dimensional modern
civil aircraft outer wing configuration. Here, the focus of research lay on drag
reduction (i.e. the offset of drag increase to higher angles of attack) more than
on maximum lift increase. Those experiments demonstrated the capability of
pulsed jet actuation to enhance the aerodynamic efficiency by reduction of drag
of the wing segment. The results showed that by choosing adequate parameters
of control it is possible to offset performance degradation by up to 4 degrees.
Here, saturation was observed with respect to actuation amplitude. Dependent
on the distribution of actuation effort along the span, increasing the momentum
coefficient beyond cμ = 0.83% (all three segments operated) or cμ = 0.62% (inner
two segments operated) did not yield any additional benefit, even for doubling
the actuation amplitude. For the limiting momentum coefficient of cμ ≈ 0.62%
drag on the wing segment was reduced by more than 40% and the aerodynamic
efficiency was therefore increased by over 80%. Although the controlled flow
cases exhibited higher maximum lift coefficients this increase was found to be
secondary to drag reduction with respect to aerodynamic efficiency, as the ra-
tio of CD/CL is dominated by the drag increase due to separation. For a given
(sufficiently high) total momentum coefficient results indicated that the local dis-
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tribution of momentum introduced, namely forcing concentrated on the inboard
section of the model, is beneficial in terms of actuation efficiency.
Finally, the results reported in [Bauer2015a] delineate the successful synthesis
of the two-stage actuator system approach of [Bauer2014a] and of the insights
gained on controlling a complex flow detailed in [Bauer2014b] to their appli-
cation to a high fidelity model. The aim was, again, to counter aerodynamic
performance degradation of the model at high angles of attack. The experiments
were conducted at the nominal take-off incidence Mach number of Ma = 0.2. It
was shown that although all the forcing parameter variations tested improve the
aerodynamic performance, the control effect is highly sensitive to the local dis-
tribution of momentum and mass introduction. The most effective set of forcing
parameters found was actuation with the inner and the outer segment combined.
For this combination, a momentum coefficient of cμ = 0.59%, offseted the stall
angle by 2.4◦, increased the maximum lift by 10.5%, and decreased the drag
at αmax,AFC by 37%. The application of flow control changed the stall behav-
ior of the model wing. While the baseflow separated gradually from the wing,
with separation progressing from outboard to inboard with increasing incidence,
stall occurred abruptly on the entire model under controlled flow. The actuation
efficiency, measured in terms of the first aerodynamic figure of merit, improved
significantly if the actuation effort was distributed advantageously along the span.

3.3 Discussion of results

The results presented in this dissertation illustrate the successful application of
active flow control to the leading edge of different wind tunnel models using a
newly developed fluidic actuator system. Throughout the individual publications
the effectiveness of the control attempts was quantified in terms of offsetting stall
to higher angles of attack, increasing the value of maximum lift, and reducing
drag induced by the onset of separation. Common to all experiments is the obser-
vation that increasing the actuation amplitude, quantified in terms of momentum
coefficient cμ, is the dominant parameter determining the control effectiveness.
Only in [Bauer2014b] saturation was observed with respect to this parameter,
while in [Bauer2014a] and [Bauer2015a] increasing benefit was noted up to the
maximum realizable momentum coefficient. In contrast, the exact value of the
forcing frequency was found to be of only secondary importance throughout all
three publications. As the results of [Bauer2014a] were obtained on a configura-
tion that was also researched by Casper et al. [35] and Scholz et al. [43, 46], a
comparison of the flow control effectiveness is attempted here (see fig. 3.7). In
their contributions the authors report on experiments conducted at Reynolds
numbers in the range of 2 · 106 < Re < 9.2 · 106 and Mach numbers in the
range of 0.14 < Ma < 0.19. Those ranges do not overlap with the similarity pa-
rameters used for the experiments in [Bauer2014a], which were Re = 1 · 106 and
Ma = 0.08. Furthermore, the aspect ratios of the wing models differ between the
experiments of Scholz and Casper (b/cref ≈ 4.6) and the experiments reported
in [Bauer2014a] (b/cref ≈ 2.8). The most fundamental difference, however, is
the location of actuation and the orientation and shape of the outlet structures.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Comparison of lift gain on DRL-F15 wind tunnel model: a) data
extracted from Scholz [46]; data from [Bauer2014a]

Although throughout all contributions pulsed blowing is the means of choice for
controlling the flow, Scholz and Capser resort to pulsed blowing from circular
holes on the pressure side surface of the model, while the flow control system
in [Bauer2014a] is integrated on the suction side surface ejecting pulsed air jets
from rectangular slots. To compare the results presented within the scope of this
dissertation to the reported state of the art, the experiments with the nearest
match of aerodynamic similarity parameters were chosen, which are experiment
at Re = 2.0..2.8 · 106 and Ma = 0.15..0.19 from Scholz [46], shown in fig. 3.7(a).
As apparent from fig. 3.7, both concepts of actuation improve the aerodynamic
performance of the model airfoil by increasing maximum lift and shifting stall
to higher angle of attack. However, the underlying trends in the lift coefficient
curves are remarkably different. The results from [Bauer2014a] show increasing
maximum lift with increasing momentum coefficient while maintaining the orig-
inal slope dCL/dα of the curve up to the maximum angle of attack. Further
increase in incidence results in complete stalling of the wing. In contrast, the lift
coefficient curves from Scholz [46] (fig. 3.7(a)) shows a variable gradient dCL/dα
for the controlled cases, with the kink in the curve appearing at the respective
maximum angle of attack of the uncontrolled baseflow. Besides the changing
slope, the lift coefficient curves exhibit erratic behavior and possess several local
maxima. It is for this reason that the gain in maximum lift is similar for both
experiments although the increase in maximum angle of attack is higher in the
experiments reported by Scholz. Extending the comparison of results beyond the
specific example presented above to the experiments summarized in table 1.1 it
becomes apparent that the results presented in [Bauer2014a] are in line with the
findings of those researches, both with respect to momentum effort invested and
aerodynamic benefit gained. The second major aspect of the work summarized
in [Bauer2014a], which was then transfered into application in [Bauer2015a], is
the establishment of a two-stage fluidic actuator system. In literature, only single
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Correlation of switching frequency and actuator supply pressure
proportional to the mass flow rate (experimental data extracted
from Cerretelli et al. [77]): a) resistance dominated feedback struc-
ture; b) capacity dominated feedback structure

stage fluidic actuator systems (e.g. [77, 82], among many others) are reported.
Those systems exhibit a direct dependency of the switching frequency on flow
rate (which is proportional to the supply pressure) through the device (see fig.
3.8(a)), unless they are equipped with a feedback structure that is much larger
than the switching body itself (see fig. 3.8(b)). For single stage systems the
specific correlation of frequency and mass flow rate is determined by the fluid-
mechanical resistance and capacity of the feedback structure, which is in turn
a function of the feedback structure’s geometry. In cases where the feedback
mechanism is resistance dominated, the switching frequency increases with in-
creasing mass flow rate. In contrast, devices in which the feedback mechanism
is capacity driven, the switching frequency is almost constant over a wide range
of flow rates. However, the later concept requires the feedback structure to be
very large, which often conflicts with geometric (model size) constraints when
considering those devices as flow control actuators. Therefore single stage fluidic
actuators rely on a resistance driven feedback mechanism in most practical appli-
cations. In contrast, for an invariant geometric design, the two-stage actuator
system reported in [Bauer2014a] and [Bauer2015a] does not operate on a fixed
correlation curve of frequency and mass flow rate. Exemplary operating ranges
of the two-stage actuator designs are presented in fig. 3.9. The additional degree
of freedom that is added to the system is founded in the ability to control the
mass flow rate through the driving (first) stage (i.e. feedback structure) inde-
pendently of the mass flow rate through the second stage. This significant step
beyond the current state of the art offers advantages from a practical perspective,
especially when bearing industry applications in mind. As the (total) mass flow
rate through the actuator system is a measure of actuation amplitude, changing
this parameter without affecting the actuation frequency would allow to operate
the system at the frequency that was identified as being optimal from a control
effectiveness point of view over a wider range of momentum coefficients. Alterna-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Correlation of switching frequency and mass flow rate for fixed ge-
ometry actuators. The total mass flow rate is the sum of the mass
flow rates through the first (driving) and the second (outlet) stage.
Rd/o denotes the ratio thereof: a) data from [Bauer2014a]; b) data
from [Bauer2015a]
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Figure 3.10: Influence of mass
flow rates through first and sec-
ond stage on switching frequency
for the two-stage actuator system
employed in [Bauer2014a].

tively, an application could benefit from providing variable frequency for a given
actuation amplitude, either to adopt the AFC approach to varying flow condi-
tions or to avoid actuation frequencies close to structural resonance frequencies
of the airframe.
Analytical formulations for the switching frequency exist for self-oscillatory sin-
gle stage actuator systems. Those approaches make use of electrical analogies to
describe the feedback network either as L-R circuit [82] or as R-C-R circuit [77]
(with L - impedance, R - resistance, and C - capacity). The resulting (lengthy)
equations introduce empirical constants, but show good agreement between the-
ory and experiment. No such description is available for the two-stage system,
as the interaction between the first and the second stage introduces additional
complexity beyond the scope of electrical analogy. In particular, the entrainment
rate of the second stages’ power jets, which is a function of the mass flow rate
through this stage, directly influences the outflow condition of the first stage and
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therefore dominates the switching behavior of the staged system. This observa-
tion is illustrated in fig. 3.10, which shows the frequency map of the two-stage
actuator system employed in [Bauer2014a]. As apparent from those results, the
mass flow rate through the second stage is dominant in terms of resulting actu-
ation frequency.
In the analytical descriptions reverenced above, the switching frequency is de-
scribed as a function of the feedback network only, neglecting the time necessary
for the jet to detach from one side and to reattach to the other, because this
switching time is assumed to be much smaller than the transport time of the
network [77]. This is, however, true for small devices only. For fluidic actuators
at the scale used for the experiments reported in [Bauer2014a,Bauer2015a] the
switching time of the amplifier is of the same order of magnitude as the feedback
network’s transport time, therefore forbidding negligence. For even larger scales,
i.e. fluidic actuators sized for integration at aircraft level, the switching time
of the jet is commonly the limiting factor with respect to maximum actuation
frequency. To address this under-researched aspect of fluidic actuator design,
an attempt to provide insight on the effect of scaling was attempted based on
the actuator geometry of [Bauer2014a], which was taken as the smallest design.
From this design, three additional actuator elements were scaled according to
table 3.3 and manufactured.

#
Apj

[mm2]
scale factor

[-]

1 12.8 1
2 28.8 1.5
3 39.2 1.75
4 51.2 2

Table 3.3: Overview of power jet nozzle cross sections Apj and scaling factors
for the diverter elements tested

Each actuator was equipped with pressure sensors measuring the unsteady static
pressure at the actuators’ control ports and the unsteady total pressure at each
of the actuators’ outlets. The dynamic pressure of the power jet was calculated
based on the total pressure in each actuator’s plenum and the static pressure
recorded at the exit of the respective power jet nozzle (contraction ratio of 33:1
from plenum to power jet nozzle). In addition, the mass flow rates through power
jet nozzle and control ports were measured. For each actuator sample several
hundred points of operation, defined by one set of power jet mass flow rate and
control mass flow rate, were tested and the quantities listed above were recorded.
All unsteady pressure data was subsequently phase averaged to minimize sta-
tistical errors. The switching time ts of the elements was defined (arbitrarily,
but consistently across all scales) as the time necessary for the total pressure
at one outlet to rise from 5% to 95% of its respective maximum value (see fig.
3.11(top) for illustration). Only points of operation for which the modulation
(see equation 3.1) was larger than Mod > 95% were considered for this evalua-
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Figure 3.11: Definition of switch-
ing time ts (top) and maximum dif-
ferential pressure between the con-
trol ports Δccp,max (bottom)

tion. Analysis of the data shows that the parameter combination best suited to
collapse the calculated values for the switching time resulting from the various
points of operation to one curve is the ratio of (maximum) differential pressure
measured across the power jet Δpcp,max (see fig 3.11 for illustration) and the dy-
namic pressure of the power jet qpj. This correlation is plotted in figure 3.12 for

the reference scale actuator. The ratio Δpcp,max

qpj
can be interpreted as a measure

of the ratio of the pressure force acting in traverse direction on the power jet,
deflecting it to either side, and the dynamic head of the high velocity power jet.
The quantity in the denominator qpj is a function of power jet mass flow rate and
given geometry only. In contrast, the quantity in the numerator Δpcp,max is not
determined by one individual parameter of actuator operation, but is dependent
on the interaction of power jet velocity and control mass flow rate for the given
geometry. The lower pressure level is determined mainly by the evacuation of
the control ports by entrainment of fluid from this region into the powerjet, the
magnitude of which is proportional to the power jet velocity. The high pressure
level is given by the amount of control flow provided to the active control port
in excess of what is entrained by the power jet. Therefore, Δpcp,max is increased
by both, increasing the control mass flow rate and increasing the power jet mass
flow rate. As apparent from 3.12, the dependency of switching time and pres-
sure ratio is non-linear, exhibiting shorter switching times for increasing pressure
ratios. Consequently it is attempted to provide a functional description of the
observed correlation. It was found, that the experimental data is fitted best using
a correlation function of the generalized form given in eqn. 3.2.

ts ∼ 1

Δpcp,max/qpj
(3.2)

Introduction of the (empirical) constants C1, C2, and Cscale leads to the specific
formulation of the correlation fuction shown in eqn. 3.3.

ts =
C1

Δpcp,max

qpj
+ C2

+ Cscale (3.3)
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Figure 3.12: Experimental
data on switching time of
the reference size actuator el-
ement [Bauer2014a] dependent
on the ratio of pressure differ-
ence across the power jet and
dynamic pressure of the power
jet

Using least mean square fitting of the scattered data recorded for each actuator
scale independently the constants of eqn. 3.3 were identified. It was found that
C1 and C2 are independent of actuator scale within the range of the actuator
specimen tested. Solely Sscale is dependent of the actuator scale. The dependency
of Cscale on the actuator’s scaling factor sf is described by eqn. 3.4

Cscale ∼ (sf)2 (3.4)

The introduction of two additional scale independent constants C3 and C4 allows
to describe Cscale dependent only on the scaling factor relative to the reference
size from [Bauer2014a] as

Cscale = C3 · (sf)2 + C4 (3.5)

and provides a means to predict the jet switching time as a function of the pres-
sure ratio Δpcp,max/qpj and the scaling factor sf. The values and dimensions of
the empirical constants C1 through C4 are given in table 3.4.

# value dimension

C1 0.19 [s]
C2 -0.65 [-]
C3 0.26 [s]
C4 0.19 [s]

Table 3.4: Values of empirical constants

Fig. 3.13 shows the correlation function applied to all actuator scales tested
together with the original scattered data. From that figure it is evident that
the empirical model fits the data very well over the provided range of scaling
factors and pressure ratios. For a given pressure ratio the switching time of the
actuators increase with increasing size. This implies that for an aircraft scale
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Figure 3.13: Switching time of the different sized actuator elements dependent
on the ratio of pressure difference across the power jet and dy-
namic pressure of the power jet. The value of (sf)2 is the square
of the scaling factor relative to the reference size as indicated in
the text.

actuator the switching time of the jet will in fact be the limiting time-scale with
respect to maximum actuation frequency and cannot be neglected in the design
process of such flow control systems. Therefore, these considerations based on
the actuators used in [Bauer2014a] and [Bauer2015a] provide a step towards for-
mulating scaling laws for the transfer of this actuator technology to industry
application. Closing the discussion on the two-stage fluidic actuator an attempt
is made to assess the advantages and disadvantages of this actuator system and
to contrast it to the actuator concept described in sec. 1.3. To do so the overview
table 3.5 is compiled rating all actuator types in categories relevant flow control
applications based on personal experience and on information provided in the
literature referenced in sec. 1.3. As apparent from the table there is no actuator
that performs well in all categories. Therefore, a potential engineer will need
to prioritize and weight the different aspects. For large scale and potential real
scale applications actuation amplitude is of foremost importance as it determines
the effectiveness of the control approach. Here, systems based on pneumatics
and on combustion perform significantly better than their electrically operated
counterparts. The main advantage of flow control systems that rely on electrical
power is the ease of supplying them with the energy required. Routing electrical
power through wires requires less installation space, produces lower losses, and
introduces less system weight than the piping required for fluidic actuators and
mechanical valves. Thus, electrical systems offer advantages with respect to over-
all infrastructure and actuator integration. Mechanical valves and combustion
based actuators require two different types of supplies, which is pressurized air
and electrical power and chemical fuel and electrical power respectively. While
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���������������Category
Actuator Synthetic

Jet
Plasma

Mechanical

Valve
Combustion

Fluidic

(single-staged)

Fluidic

(two-staged)

Amplitude range - - - + ++ ++ ++

Frequency range - - o o o + +

Independence of

amplitude and

frequency

++ - ++ o - +

Parameter control

and response time
+ + + - - o

Overall

infrastructure
++ + - - - - o o

Actuator

integration
+ + - - + +

Scaleability - - - - o ++ ++

Energy efficiency - – o + + ++

Robustness - - o - - o ++ ++

Table 3.5: Overview of Advantages and Disadvantages of different Flow Control
Actuator Concepts. The rating ranges is: good performance ++ /
+ / o / - / - - bad performance

for mechanical valves this implies increased system weight and complexity only,
the fuel supply required for combustion actuators, together with the detonation
related heat development, might hinder their integration based on safety con-
siderations. Actuator types that are controlled directly by an electrical signal,
which are synthetic jets actuators, plasma actuators, and mechanical valves, are
well suited for application that employ closed loop control, as their response time
is sufficiently short. In contrast, fluidic actuators with the supply pressure as the
only input parameter have a rather slow response time and the parameters such
as duty cycle and phase relation between individual outlets cannot be controlled.
However, the two-stage fluidic actuator performs better than its single-staged
counterpart, as the frequency of actuation can be controlled independently from
actuation amplitude as delineated above. Categories that are of specific relevance
for real aircraft application are scalability, energy efficiency, and robustness. In
those categories fluidic actuators are essentially without alternative, as only those
can be scaled without downsides and their lack of moving parts and small struc-
tures makes them extremely robust. In terms of energy conversion efficiency, the
two-stage fluidic actuator is superior to the single-stage design (as described in
[Bauer2014a]), as the loss producing feedback structure is not required for each
individual fluid amplifier element since one driving stage is shared by a multitude
of second stage elements. In conclusion, the choice of optimal actuator system
depends on the respective application. For (small scale) research applications
synthetic jet actuators, plasma actuators, and mechanical valves acting as ac-
tuators are good choices as they allow excellent parameter control while their
disadvantages with respect to amplitude and robustness are of lesser importance.
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3.3 Discussion of results

For real aircraft application, however, only fluidic actuators offer the amplitude
and robustness required, with the two-stage approach providing some benefits
over the single-staged design.
The transfer of active flow control technology to industry relevant levels, i.e. geo-
metries and aerodynamic similarity parameters, is the fundamental contribution
to the state of the art of the work performed in [Bauer2014b] and [Bauer2015a].
Although the model employed for the experiments reported in [Bauer2014b] is
highly complex and resembles a civil aircraft relevant geometry, comparison with
the results of [Bauer2015a] emphasizes the need to research the models at real-
istic flow conditions. Despite the similarity of the models employed, increasing
the flow velocity from Ma = 0.13 in [Bauer2014b] to Ma = 0.2 in [Bauer2015a]
changed the stall behavior significantly, which is also reflected in the difference in
actuation effectiveness. While for the lower flow velocity separation progressed
successively from outboard to inboard, stall was triggered by the upward flow
motion induced by the slat edge vortex for the case of high incidence velocity. In
both cases local intensification of actuation along the span proved to be beneficial
in terms of actuation efficiency. However, for similar momentum coefficients of
cμ ≈ 0.6% and jet velocity ratios of V R ≈ 4, stall was offset by 4◦ at Ma = 0.13
[Bauer2014b], while this offset was (lower, but still significant) 2.4◦ at Ma = 0.2
[Bauer2015a] due to the onset of separation in the region trailing the slat edge.
With respect to those results a relevant point of reference from the current state
of the art is the publication of Lengers [92]. In his contribution the author re-
ports on the assessment of local active flow control applied to the leading edge in
the region of the slat cutback above the pylon from an multidisciplinary industry
point of view. Similar to the experiments reported in [Bauer2015a] the flow field
to be controlled is dominated by strong longitudinal vortices. In addition, model

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Comparison of maximum lift increase for varying momentum co-
efficients: a) data from Lengers [92]; b) data from [Bauer2015a]
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3 Methodology and discussion of results

complexity, Reynolds, and Mach number are in good accordance. Besides
aerodynamic results Lengers considers aspects of system and structure integra-
tion, handling quality, energy provision, and noise. The author concludes that
based on an overall aircraft design approach, integration of active flow control
at the proposed location seems realistic from an aircraft manufacturer’s point of
view. Exemplary results of Lengers and [Bauer2015a], illustrating the effect of
vaying momentum coefficient on maximum lift, are compared in fig. 3.14. The
underlying trends of the lift curves of both experiments agree very well, with
increasing momentum coefficients resulting in increased maximum lift. Lengers
reports an offset in stall angle by up to 2.3◦, while the maximum offset observed
in the experiments of [Bauer2015a] is 2.4◦. The similarity in flow control ef-
fectiveness, model complexity, and aerodynamic similarity parameters allows to
conclude, that the finding of Lengers concerning overall aircraft aspects also re-
late to the AFC approach reported in [Bauer2015a].

In conclusion, the work presented in this dissertation contributes to two relevant
streams of research, namely flow control actuator development and application
of flow control for separation control. It goes beyond the current state of the art
by presenting a novel two-stage fluidic actuator design, which overcomes several
limitations of concurrent flow control actuators and introduces a new degree of
freedom with respect to control parameters, while retaining its robustness. The
experiments on a relevant geometry at nominal take-off Mach number reported
in this dissertation advance active flow control technology to increase the aerody-
namic efficiency of an aircraft during take-off. Therefore, overall results provide a
promising prospect of the application of this technology in civil aviation industry
in the foreseeable future.
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